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ABSTRACT 
 
Quality control (QC) plan is an important component of manufacturing planning for mass 
customization. QC planning is to determine the operational tolerances and the way to control 
process variation for assuring the production quality against design tolerances. It includes 
four phases, i.e., tolerance stack-up analysis, tolerance assignment, in-process inspection 
design, and the procedure of error source diagnosis & process control. Previous work has 
been done for tolerance stack-up modeling based on the datum-machining surface 
relationship graph (DMG), machining error analysis, and worst-case/statistical method. In 
this research, the tolerance stack-up analysis is expanded with a Monte-Carlo simulation for 
solving the tolerance stack-up problem within multi-setups. Based on the tolerance stack-up 
model and process capability analysis, a tolerance assignment method is developed to 
determine the operation tolerance specifications in each setup. Optimal result is achieved by 
using tolerance grade representation and generic algorithm. Then based on a process 
variation analysis, a platform is established to identify the necessity of in-process inspection 
and design/select the inspection methods in quality control planning. Finally a general 
procedure is developed to diagnose the error sources and control the process variation based 
on the measurements. 
 
Keywords: quality control planning, tolerance stack-up analysis, tolerance assignment, in-
process inspection 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
This chapter gives an introduction of the research on quality control planning in 
computer-aided manufacturing planning, including the problem statement, objectives and 
goal of the research, and the technologies used in the research and overall tasks of 
integrated quality control planning. The organization of the dissertation is also listed at 
the end of this chapter. 
 
1.1 Problem statement 
Process planning translates design information into the process steps and instructions to 
efficiently and effectively manufacture products [Crow, 1992]. Process planning can be 
divided into macro and micro level production planning [Ham, 1988; Yao, 2003]. The 
macro level planning is to determine the setups and process sequences and the micro 
level planning is to determine the process details. Computer-aided process planning 
(CAPP) has been studied intensively for years [Zhang, 1999]. As ensuring the production 
quality is an essential requirement in manufacturing, quality control plan is an important 
component in production planning. In most CAPP research, tolerance analysis has been 
conducted to estimate the process error stack up and synthesize the process tolerance 
requirements. However, the tolerance analysis study is not extended to the quality control 
domain. On the other hand, although quality control plans are necessary contents of 
production planning, they are generated manually based on engineers’ experiences or 
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separated from the manufacturing planning. Therefore, there is a need to integrate the 
tolerance analysis into quality control planning in production planning. 
From the management perspective, a complete production plan may include many 
aspects. This research focuses on the generation of quality control plan in the production 
planning stage. Quality control is a technique used in all areas of manufacturing to check 
product geometry or attributes against a set standard or specification of quality. The 
general routine of quality control plan is prompted in five steps [Vardeman, 2006]  
1) Critical feature identification,  
2) In-process inspection determination,  
3) Monitoring design,  
4) Feedback data processing,  
5) Diagnosis of the cause of process variation.  
Figure 1.1 demonstrates a general procedure of production planning [Rong, 2001], in 
which the quality control planning is integrated. A comprehensive study in tolerance 
analysis has been conducted and provides us with a platform to link the quality control 
planning to production planning. However, most studies of production planning stopped 
at the process plan generation without performing the tolerance analysis in the quality 
control plan generation. In order to facilitate rapid production planning, especially for 
mass customization, this research is dedicated to developing a systematic method to 
integrate the quality control planning with CAMP. 
A production plan defines all setups and processes required to produce a quality product 
from raw materials. It also specifies process tolerances to guide the manufacturing 
processes and ensure the design tolerance is achieved.  
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• Feature grouping /Setup plan
• Datum/Machining feature 
determination
• Manufacturing resources 
planning
• Operation sequencing
• Fixture planning /design
• Process detail planning
Production Planning
Process Plan
Part Information Modeling
Manufacturing 
knowledge base
• Process variation analysis
• In-process inspection planning
• Process monitoring /diagnosis 
planning
• PFMEA form generation
Quality Control Planning
Quality 
Control Plan
Manufacturing 
resource capability 
analysis
Tolerance analysis/
assignment
Quality Control 
Standards
Supporting Database
 
Figure 1.1 Flowchart for automated setup planning 
Tolerance analysis is an important means to generate a quality production plan and may 
consist of three modules: tolerance stack-up analysis, tolerance assignment (also called 
tolerance synthesis / allocation), and quality control planning. If all manufacturing errors 
are known, the tolerance stack-up analyzes the effects on the quality of the product and 
predicts whether all the design tolerance requirements can be satisfied. Tolerance 
assignment finds a set of feasible process tolerances for all the setups and processes 
according to the given design tolerances and production plan. The result of tolerance 
assignment can be further optimized to minimize cost/cycle time while maintaining 
product quality. After that, quality control planning is used to decide on the strategies of 
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in-process inspection and feedback control of the processes according to the process 
variation analysis results so that the process tolerances are guaranteed in production.  
Currently, tolerance chain/chart analysis is widely used in process planning to ensure that 
finished parts meet design tolerance requirements [Wade, 1983]. However, the 
conventional tolerance charting is limited to one dimension of tolerance analysis. It 
cannot deal with the complex 3D tolerance stack-up and the geometric tolerances. The 
worst case scenario tries to satisfy the objective by specifying overly conservative bounds 
on the variability of each manufacturing operation relative to the nominal feature 
specifications and in turn, requires more accuracy and precision from manufacturing 
equipment and greater control over production environmental or machine tool/tool/fixture 
related component of the error budget. This may lead to higher manufacturing costs. 
Therefore, a new systematic tolerance analysis method is needed to resolve the tolerance 
control problems for mass customization. 
 
1.2 Objectives and contributions 
The objectives of the research are to develop a systematic approach to analyze the 
tolerance stack-up for multi-setup process, to assign the optimal process tolerances to 
each operation considering the cost and quality, and to define the appropriate quality 
control planning strategies for the mass customization.  
Contributions of the research are: 
• Proposed a new framework of CAMP with Quality Control planning 
• Developed a comprehensive method of determining operational tolerances 
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o Simulation-based tolerance stack-up analysis for multi-setup operation 
o Tolerance grade (IT) is widely used in tolerance analysis 
o Genetic algorithm is used to optimize assignment plan 
o Three-level cost model is created to evaluate assignment results 
• First time QC planning is integrated in CAMP 
o Developed a computerized tool for QC planning in CAMP based on 
tolerance analysis 
o Proposed a standard procedure consisting of four sequential steps to 
perform QC planning in CAMP 
 
1.3 Technologies and approaches 
The aim of the CAMP system in this research contains two aspects: one is to assign 
feasible process tolerances to each operation and validate that the tolerance stack-up does 
not exceed the design tolerance, the other one is to best realize the quality control 
planning in the CAMP system, especially in the mass customization. 
An integrated computer-aided tolerance analysis (CATA) system is developed to 
facilitate rapid production planning for mass customization. The CATA system consists 
of three modules.  
Monte Carlo simulation-based tolerance stack-up analysis module is used to predict 
dimensional, geometric, and positional tolerances of a final product that went through a 
multiple-station production line when process error information is given for each 
operation. A sensitivity study is conducted to determine how an individual process error 
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source contributes to the final product quality and hence identify critical processes to 
assist the production design and the quality control planning.  
Generic algorithm-based optimal tolerance assignment module is used to determine an 
optimal tolerance synthesis strategy. The optimization criterion is to minimize the 
manufacturing cost and cycle time while maintaining product quality. The effective 
factors at machine level, part level, and feature level are considered in the cost model. 
Before the release of the assignment’s result, the Monte Carlo simulation based tolerance 
stack-up analysis is employed to verify the satisfaction of design tolerance requirements. 
The integrated quality control planning in the CAMP system is divided into four 
sequential steps. The first step is to identify the process variation. Various error sources 
can be recognized based on process analysis. The second step is to determine the 
necessity of in-process inspection and to generate an in-process inspection plan on what, 
when, and how the process parameters are measured in-process. Furthermore, the process 
data will be monitored and analyzed by using the statistical process control (SPC) 
method. In the third step, the control limits are determined and the failure mode effect 
analysis (FMEA) procedure and content is determined for error diagnosis and process 
control. Finally, a process flow diagram is developed in the fourth step to support the 
process plan by using the graphic representation. The documentation of the four steps is 
generated as the quality control planning in the CAMP system. 
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1.4 Scope 
This study focuses on production planning aiming to build the link between quality 
control planning and manufacturing planning through tolerance analysis. The details on 
how to perform the process planning in the CAMP system (such as adjusting the 
operation sequence, replacing the fixture design, changing the process parameters, etc.) 
have been identified as important factors but are not discussed in this research. 
The tolerance analysis - either stack-up analysis or tolerance assignment - in this research 
is for component production with machining systems rather than assemblies and other 
types of processes. In addition, the quality control mainly refers to the geometric/ 
dimensional tolerance control/inspection rather than other control characteristics, such as 
hardness, surface finish or heat treatment requirements. 
In implementation of the research, a computer-aided manufacturing planning system for 
rotational parts (CAMP-R) is developed. The production of prismatic parts in mass 
customization has not been included because it has been covered in previous research. 
 
1.5 Dissertation organization 
This dissertation is organized as follows 
• Chapter 1 introduces the background and objectives of the research, and key 
technologies applied in the research, as well as the scope of the research. 
• Chapter 2 gives a review of CAMP for mass customization, state-of-the-art 
tolerance analysis technology, and prevail quality control methodologies. 
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• Chapter 3 presents the computer-aided tolerance analysis system and introduces 
the Monte Carlo simulation-based tolerance stack-up analysis technology. 
• Chapter 4 resolves the inverse problem of tolerance stack-up analysis by 
introducing the generic algorithm-based optimal tolerance assignment method. 
• Chapter 5 interprets the four sequential steps of quality control planning for 
integrating it with the CAMP system. The four steps are 1) process variation 
analysis; 2) in-process inspection; 3) process monitoring and controlling; 4) 
quality control planning integration. 
• Chapter 6 is the system implementation where the CAMP-R system is introduced. 
• Chapter 7 is the summary and discussion of future work. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
In this chapter, the state-of-the-art computer-aided manufacturing planning as well as the 
quality control planning is reviewed with emphasis on the link between these two, which 
is tolerance analysis techniques. The literature on related technologies, such as 
manufacturing error analysis, Monte-Carlo simulation, tolerance grade, tolerance-cost 
model, and several tolerance assignment methods, is also reviewed.  
 
2.1 CAMP review 
Computer-aided manufacturing planning, which forms the link between CAD and CAM 
is reviewed in this section. A brief historical overview of CAPP is provided in Section 
2.1.1. The functionality offered by today’s CAPP systems is discussed in Section 2.1.2. 
In Section 2.1.3, the extensions of CAPP, CAMP, and its system, are discussed. Finally, 
the limitations of today’s CAPP systems are detailed in Section 2.1.4. 
 
2.1.1 Brief overview of CAPP 
CAPP has been a research issue since the 1960’s. In the early 1970’s, the first industrial 
application came into existence. It was directed only to the storage and retrieval of 
process plans for conventional machining [Ham, 1988; Alting, 1989; Hoda, 1993]. 
Generally, two different types of CAPP systems are distinguished: variant and generative.  
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The variant approach to CAPP was the first approach used to computerize the process 
planning. Variant CAPP is based on the concept that similar parts may have similar 
process plans. The computer is used as a tool to assist in identifying similar process 
plans, as well as in retrieving and editing the plans to suit the requirements for specific 
parts. Variant CAPP is built upon part classification and Group Technology (GT) coding. 
In these approaches, parts are classified and coded based upon several characteristics or 
attributes. A GT code can be used for the retrieval of process plans for similar parts.  
Generative CAPP came into development in the late 1970’s. It aims at the automatic 
generation of process plans, starting from scratch for every new part description. Often, 
the part description is a CAD solid model, as this is an unambiguous product model. A 
manufacturing database, decision-making logic and algorithms are the main ingredients 
of a generative CAPP system. In the early 1980’s, knowledge based CAPP made its 
introduction using Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques. A hybrid (generative/variant) 
CAPP system has been described by Detand [1993]. 
 
2.1.2 Function of current CAPP systems 
During the last three decades, CAPP has been applied to a wide variety of manufacturing 
processes, including metal removal, casting, forming, heat treatment, fabrication, 
welding, surface treatment, inspection and assembly. However, until recently, the 
research and development efforts have mainly focused on metal removal, particularly in 
NC machining. The basic tasks of CAPP for metal removal include the following steps 
[Hoda, 1993; Kamrani, 1995], 
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• Design analysis and interpretation; 
• Process selection; 
• Tolerance analysis; 
• Operation sequencing; 
• Cutting tools, fixtures, and machine tool specification; 
• Determination of cutting parameters. 
Today’s more advanced CAPP systems take a CAD based product model as input. At 
best, this is a 3D solid model on which the CAPP system can perform automatic feature 
recognition. However, some existing CAPP systems take wire frame models as an input 
and on which the process planner has to identify the manufacturing features manually 
[Detand, 1993]. As CAD models often do not contain tolerance and material information, 
some CAPP systems allow for adding this information to the product model manually in 
order to allow automatic reasoning. Most generative CAPP systems allow for human 
interaction. Many CAPP systems can be classified as semi-variant or semi-generative. 
 
2.1.3 CAMP for mass customization 
For the research from CAPP to CAMP, the total tasks are broken down into five sub-
tasks, which are shown in Figure 2.1 [Yao, 2004].  
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 Figure 2.1 Tasks of the CAMP of mass customization 
The production mode was regarded as an important factor that affects the CAPP [Yao, 
2003]. Besides the three conventional production modes - mass production, job 
production, and batch production - the production mode of mass customization was 
considered in manufacturing planning. Mass customization allows customized products 
to be made to suit special customer needs while maintaining near mass production 
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efficiency [Jiao, 2001]. Compared to conventional mass production, mass customization 
allows for more product variety in which products are grouped into families. The notion 
of “mass customization” was first proposed from a marketing management perspective 
[Kotler, 1989] and then brought into the production areas [Pine, 1993]. Some research 
has been carried out on product design (e.g., a hybrid configuration design approach for 
mass customization [Lu, 2005]). The research paid little attention to manufacturing 
planning for mass customization, although some research emphasizing on the 
reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMS) can be identified in process planning to 
adapt to variable quantities of products for competitive marketing [Koren, 1997; Bagdia, 
2004]. RMS could be cost effective in rapidly adapting the manufacturing capacity and 
its machine functionality in a changing marketplace [Koren, 1999]. 
To help realize manufacturing planning for mass customization, a CAMP system for non-
rotational parts was studied and developed between 2000 and 2004. The major 
contributions of their research and its corresponding CAMP system are: 1) new features, 
processes and manufacturing resources can be added and utilized without extra-
programming work due to the use of a comprehensive feature, setup, and manufacturing 
information model, and 2) the best manufacturing practices for a part family are 
organized in the three distinct levels, namely, feature level, part level, and machine level. 
The manufacturing planning system is therefore modular and expandable so that 
manufacturing plans for new parts can be generated easily based on existing plans in the 
part families [Yao, 2003].  
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2.1.4 Limitations of present CAPP systems 
Most present CAPP systems are not CAD-integrated. Therefore, it is difficult to include 
process details generated in the production planning. It is also difficult to validate the 
production plan with detailed geometric information.  
A limitation presented in commercial CAPP systems is the communication with capacity 
planning functions. The research can be found to resolve this problem, focusing primarily 
on the PART system and its link with capacity planning [Lenderink, 1994]. It is proposed 
to complete the detailed process plan only just before the manufacturing of the part starts. 
Before completing the process plan, the first part of the process plan is derived from 
information becoming available from feature recognition and set-up selection. Using 
alternative setups, the jobs are assigned to the resources, based on the actual availability 
and the actual workload of all the machines in the workshop. Subsequently, the detailed 
process plan is completed. The method has been promoted by using non-linear process 
planning algorithms, comprising different manufacturing alternatives and represented by 
an AND/OR structure [Detand, 1993].  
Most of the production planning is not driven by tolerance analysis, which was only used 
as a post-analysis method to verify the production plan generated. There is no quality 
control planning in any CAMP system. There are no fixture design functions integrated in 
CAMP. It is a challenge to utilize both best practice knowledge (BOP) and scientific 
reasoning in CAMP. 
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The CAMP system research at Worcester Polytechnic Institute in collaboration with 
Delphi Corporation has completed some fundamental work on practical CAMP [Yao, 
2004]. It integrated CAMP with CAD platform. The part information modeling includes 
geometry information and design specifications. The feature manufacturing method 
definition linked candidate manufacturing processes to feature definitions. Also it 
evaluated the capabilities of candidate manufacturing resources and derived an optimal 
process design based on the available manufacturing resource. In this research, the 
previous research is extended to the following areas, 
1) This system was designed for the non-rotational part manufacturing planning and 
extended to handle the rotational parts. 
2) The design information included in this system contains not only the part 
geometry information, but also the tolerance information. 
3) This system used process simulation and cycle time calculation to evaluate the 
result of manufacturing planning. The quality control planning is associated with 
the process plan. 
 
2.2 Tolerance analysis in CAMP 
Improving quality and reducing cycle time and cost are the main objectives for 
competitive manufacturing. These objectives can be achieved partially by effectively 
controlling the tolerance in manufacturing. As a general rule, tolerances should be as 
close to zero as possible to ensure interchangeability and high product quality. But tighter 
tolerances generally require more precise manufacturing processes at increased costs. 
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Thus one goal is to generate parts with as loose tolerance as possible in order to minimize 
the production cost and still guarantee design specification. Therefore, the general 
tolerance control involves 1) controlling the tolerance stackup via proper choice of 
processes, process sequence, and locating datum, 2) assigning the proper tolerance for 
each process or each component [Whybrew, 1997]. The difference between these two 
problems is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
Tolerance Analysis Tolerance Allocation
Tolerance
Tol 1 Tol 2 Tol 3
Tol 1 Tol 2 Tol 3
ToleranceComponents
Inter(ra)-Setup
Part
Assembly
Components
Inter(ra)-Setup
Part
Assembly
 
Figure 2.2 Tolerance analysis vs. tolerance allocation 
 
2.2.1 Tolerance analysis methods 
Most existing studies on the tolerance stack-up and assignment used worst case, 
statistical analysis, or simulation methods. Worst-case model assumes that all the 
component dimensions occur at their worst limit simultaneously and gives conservative 
results. Statistical analysis, mainly Root Sum Square, is based on the normal distribution 
assumption without considering skewness and kurtosis of error distribution. Monte Carlo 
simulation is the comprehensive consideration of manufacturing errors at the cost of 
heavy computational load. 
Originally, the worst case and root sum square methods were developed to predict the 
accumulation of tolerances in a mechanical assembly [Fortini, 1967]. Commonly used 
equations are listed in Table 2.1. Further modifications to the RSS model have been 
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proposed to take into account mean shifts, biased distributions, and other uncertainties 
[Gladman, 1980; Greenwood, 1987]. Vector loop models and solid models have been 
presented for three-dimensional assembly [Etesami, 1987; Turner, 1987]. 
Table 2.1 Tolerance stack-up models with WC/RSS 
 1D assemblies 2D or 3D assemblies 
Worst Case ∑ ≤=∂ asmi TTU  asm
i
Tix
fU T ≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂=∂ ∑  
Root Sum 
Square [ ] asmi TTU ≤=∂ ∑ 2/12  asmi TixfU T ≤⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂=∂ ∑
2/1
2
2
 
 
where: xi is the nominal component dimensions,  
Ti is the component tolerances,  
∂U is the predicted assembly variation,  
Tasm is the specified limit for ∂U, and  
f(Xi) is the assembly function  
∂f/∂xi is the sensitivity of the assembly tolerance to variations in individual 
component dimensions. 
Table 2.2 Literature relevant to computerized tolerance chart analysis 
Author(s) + Year Method/System 
[Lin et al. 1999] Process data 
[Konakalla and Gavankar, 1997] TOLCHAIN 
[Ji, 1996] Backward derivation 
[Ji, 1993] Linear programming 
[Dong and Hu, 1991] Nonlinear optimization 
[Li and Zhang, 1989] Graphical method 
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Among the worst case and statistical methods, tolerance charting is one of the techniques 
used to assign the process tolerances and has been performed manually for many years. A 
tolerance chart analysis shows how individual machining cuts combine to produce each 
blueprint dimension. Over the past two decades, researchers have developed various 
computerized methods for tolerance charting analysis. Some of the works are 
summarized in Table 2.2. These methods allow appropriate process tolerances to be 
automatically specified in a process plan. However, tolerance chart analysis deals only 
with dimensional tolerance rather than geometric tolerances while a few research works 
used the 1-D model to address the issue of a particular type of geometric tolerance (e.g. a 
position tolerance stack analysis) [Ngoi, 1996; 1999]. It has been proven that the three 
location directions need to be considered simultaneously as operation datum [Rong, 
1997; Zhang, 2001]. However, the tolerance charting is only valid in 1-D model, and 
therefore, cannot be used in a 3D geometric tolerance analysis. 
Worst case and statistical method are the main tolerance analysis methods. As pointed out 
by a great deal of documents, the inadequacy of the worst-case model is that the 
likelihood that all the component tolerances are simultaneously reaching their worst is 
very small. This leads to over-evaluation of combined tolerances. Disadvantages of the 
RSS method includes: 1) RSS model is developed based on the normal distribution 
assumption, skewness and kurtosis caused by tool wear and other factors were not taken 
into account; and 2) it is very difficult to analytically apply statistical analysis to 
geometric tolerances and 3D tolerance chains. Therefore, Monte Carlo simulation method 
is proposed to solve the complex cases that cannot be handled by tolerance charting 
[Lehtihet, 1989]. The simulation method has been used in tolerance analysis successfully, 
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particularly combined with the tolerance charting analysis method [Liu, 2003]. In this 
research, the Monte Carlo simulation method is applied to 3D manufacturing error 
analysis, which includes multi-station tolerance chain analysis and takes the locating 
error into account. 
The Monte Carlo method is a stochastic technique based on the use of random numbers 
and probability statistics to investigate problems. It is a particularly effective method for 
complex multi-dimensional problems. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the procedure of Monte 
Carlo simulation [Song, 2005].  
Generate 
Control 
Points
Determine Error 
Sources and 
Distributions
Sampling from 
Each Error 
Source
Stack up 
Simulation
Statistical Analysis of 
Resultant Tolerances 
from Simulation
Determine Deviations 
of Control Points  and 
Convert to Tolerances  
Simulation Controller
Number of Trials, etc
 
Figure 2.3 Procedure of Monte Carlo simulation for tolerance stack-up 
Driven by automated assembly, the application of Monte Carlo simulation in tolerance 
analysis has been investigated and has become one of the most widely used statistical 
techniques. This method has been employed in simulation of assembly processes 
[Doydum, 1989; Lin, 1997; Shan, 1999]. The improvement of computational 
performance and interaction with other artificial intelligence methods has also been 
studied [Lee, 1993; Shan, 2003]. 
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2.2.2 Manufacturing error analysis  
The manufacturing errors have been classified according to different factors as shown in 
Table 2.3 [Musa, 2003]. 
Table 2.3 Manufacturing error classification 
Factor Categories 
Time • Quasi-static • Dynamic 
Randomness • Deterministic • Random 
Sources of errors 
• Geometric 
• Thermal 
• Cutting force-induced 
Errors influence on 
geometric position 
• Machining (Machine motion error) 
• Fixture (Setup error) 
 
To control manufacturing error for producing quality products, it is necessary to 1) find 
out the sources of manufacturing errors, 2) study how these errors interact, combine and 
create an inaccurate surface after an operation, and 3) investigate how errors propagate 
through a series of operations to influence the final component accuracy. 
Extensive research works have been conduced to identify, model, analyze, predict, and 
control various manufacturing error sources. The most common approach is that first, 
error occurrences are observed and analyzed, their patterns are then modeled, and finally, 
their potential behaviors in future operation are predicted [Liu, 2003]. Different 
algorithms are then proposed to compensate for these errors. These research efforts may 
lead to enhanced manufacturing accuracy by analyzing the process in detail and taking 
measures to compensate for errors. However, the following limitations exist. 
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• In general, the approach usually deals with how a specific type of error affects the 
dimensions and geometry of the machined feature, rather than comprehensively 
considering all error sources involved simultaneously. 
• The accuracy improvement or compensation method resulted from these research 
efforts may not be associated to the improvement of process planning as well as 
the quality control. It is a local control and needs a system planning decision 
based on the estimation of how much this local improvement of manufacturing 
accuracy contributes to the end component after the workpiece goes through 
multiple operations.  
To analyze the manufacturing errors during the machining, five basic dimension 
relationship models of locating datum and machining surfaces are defined for the 
estimation of machining errors in the multiple setup condition [Rong, 1996]. Further, for 
production with multi-stations/setups, the tolerance analysis was decomposed into two 
levels: inter-setup tolerance analysis, and intra-setup tolerance analysis [Hu, 2001]. Inter-
setup tolerance analysis identifies the tolerance stack-up in accordance with different 
setups. Intra-setup tolerance analysis studies machining errors within each single setup 
plan. The inter-setup tolerance stack-up can be expressed as:  
         (2.1) LjyKixij ∆++∆=∆ ...
where K, L are the feature in ith, jth setup; 
           x, y are the interim setups between ith, jth setup. 
Machining errors within one setup can be resulted from the deterministic component 
(∆det) and random component (∆ran). The deterministic component primarily consists of 
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locating errors (∆loc) from the displacement, locating and supporting elements in the 
machine tool and fixture, tool-fixture alignment errors, machining tool errors (∆mt) and 
cutting tool wear errors (∆tool), and other deterministic errors (∆o) in the machining 
processes. If the contribution of each error source is small, the overall effects can be 
approximated by summation of involved error sources. 
        (2.2) (∑
=
∆+∆+∆+∆+∆=∆
L
Ki
i
ran
i
o
i
tool
i
loc
i
mt )
The tolerance analysis research considers the interaction of various manufacturing error 
sources in multiple operation scenarios. The result of tolerance sensitivity analysis could 
be sent back to the manufacturing engineer to refine the process plan. 
 
2.2.3 Tolerance assignment  
Traditional tolerance assignment methods are implemented separately in the design and 
the process planning stages [Speckhart, 1972; Chase, 1988; Michael, 1982]. Most of the 
established tolerance assignment methods are focusing on assembly processes, assigning 
the assembly functional tolerance to the individual workpiece tolerance to ensure that all 
assembly requirements are met [Ngoi, 1998]. 
A variety of techniques have been employed to assign tolerance. Among them, the 
integer programming for tolerance-cost optimization [Ostwald, 1977; Sunn, 1988], rule-
based approach [Tang, 1988; Kaushal, 1992], feature-based approach [Kalajdzic, 1992], 
knowledge-based approach [Manivannan, 1989], genetic algorithm [Ji, 2000; Shan, 
2003], and artificial intelligence [Lu, 1989] have been used to optimize tolerance 
allocation.  
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Since minimizing manufacturing cost is a target of operation tolerance assignment while 
ensuring the quality, in this dissertation, the process tolerance assignment is optimized 
with the assistance of genetic algorithm and feature-cost relationship. Hereinafter is the 
brief review of the manufacturing cost model and generic algorithm in tolerance analysis. 
Manufacturing cost models 
One of the ultimate goals of an enterprise is to make a profit. Hence, every company has 
been struggling to reduce cost, which can be done more effectively at the design and 
planning stage rather than manufacturing stage. It has been shown that about 70% of 
production cost is determined at the early design phase [Ouyang, 1997]. 
Manufacturing cost modeling at the design stage has been investigated for many years 
and used as one of the major criteria, if not the only, for optimization of production 
planning. There are numerous facets in cost models. One way is to interpret the 
manufacturing cost as a summation of processing cost, inspection cost, rework/scrap cost, 
and external failure cost [Mayer, 2001]. The processing cost can then be decomposed into 
machine cost, tool cost, material cost, setup cost, overhead cost, energy cost, etc [Esawi, 
2003]. All terms can be further formulated if adequate information on process 
characteristics is known. This method gives detailed analysis on each factor that 
contributes to final cost. However, each term normally involves assumption-based terms, 
empirical/semi-empirical formulations, and/or production line data that may not available 
at the time of planning. In modeling the process cost, it is often assumed that the 
processing cost is inversely proportional to the tolerance required to achieve [Dong, 
1994]. This assumption is based on some experimental data obtained in the 1950’s. It 
may be generally right but is not justified quantitatively for different manufacturing 
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methods and processes. Another method used to estimate production cost is feature based 
modeling. Instead of collecting all detail process information, this method directly link 
the manufacturing cost with features [Feng, 1996; Shenhab, 2001]. The combination of 
features in a process and the manufacturing resource used in the process are not 
considered. The method was used in assembly product design and cost evaluation at the 
feature level, component level, and assembly level [Weustink, 2000].  
Application of genetic algorithm in tolerancing  
Genetic algorithm is one of the techniques that have been used for optimal tolerance 
synthesis/allocation. Genetic algorithm is a search algorithm based on the mechanics of 
natural selection and natural genetics. It is an iterative procedure maintaining a 
population of structures that are candidate solutions to specific domain challenges. 
During each generation the structures in the current population are rated for their 
effectiveness as solutions, and based on these evaluations, a new population of candidate 
structures is formed using specific ‘genetic operators’ such as reproduction, crossover, 
and mutation. This search algorithm is good for systems with unknown or implicit 
function, and unlimited or very large searching space. 
Statistic tolerancing, especially the developed Monte Carlo simulation based tolerance 
stack up analysis does not provide explicit relationship between the stack up results and 
the input process/locator tolerances. Furthermore, a multi-setup production line is 
normally consists of dozens even hundreds of processes and each process can be set at 
one of several tolerance levels. Every combination of those process/locator tolerances 
could be one candidate of the tolerance assignment results. Evidently, the search space 
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increases exponentially with the number of setups. With this understanding, the genetic 
algorithm has been applied to statistic tolerancing [Shan, 2003].  
In this research, the genetic algorithm is adopted as an optimization technique with sets 
of tolerance assignment plans as a population. Particularly the discrete tolerance grades 
are considered for generating operation tolerance assignments under international 
standard. 
 
2.3 Quality control planning 
In the manufacturing industry, quality control (QC) was defined as detecting poor quality 
in manufactured products and taking corrective action to eliminate it. The current view of 
quality control, derived largely from the Japanese influence, encompasses a broader 
scope of activities accomplished throughout the enterprise. The activities can be grouped 
into three processes [Juran, 1989]: 
1) Quality planning; 
2) Quality control; and 
3) Quality improvement.  
Statistical methods have played important roles in quality improvement as well as in 
quality control. In this thesis, the integration of quality control planning into 
manufacturing planning is emphasized. 
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2.3.1 Quality control planning in CAPP 
Product quality is important as it is well known, and 80% of all costs and problems of 
quality are created in early product development stages, including product planning, 
product design and process planning phases [Pyzdek, 1992]. The product features and 
failure rates are largely determined during quality planning [Juran, 1992]. Quality 
planning is the activity of establishing quality goals in production operations and 
developing procedure and processes required to meet the goals. The quality system of a 
manufacturing company is divided into two parts: off-line quality control (QC) and on-
line quality control. The former refers to the activities and effort for quality from market 
research and product/process development, which are apart from production lines. The 
latter refers to the activities and effort for quality of conformance through manufacturing, 
inspection and customer service, which are mainly on production lines [Taguchi, 1986]. 
The latter part of the quality control planning is thus an important activity of the 
manufacturing planning [Pyzdek, 1992; Taguchi, 1986].  
As the computer integrated manufacture system (CIMS) was developed, computer aided 
quality control (CAQC) received more and more recognition. CAQC system can be used 
to collect, store, analysis and evaluate information and data about quality that exist in the 
enterprise production and management, incorporate quality control activity, efficiently 
and effectively [Yu, 1999].  
The quality control methods have been used in production for a long time to ensure the 
production quality. The methods include in-process inspection, statistical process control 
(SPC), and failure mode effect analysis. In production planning, the strategy of in-process 
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inspection, data sampling method and SPC control chart, and failure mode effect analysis 
content need to be determined. 
 
2.3.2 In-process inspection 
Since all manufacturing processes involve variations in production, effective inspection 
of critical product attributes is important. Human inspectors, automated sensing devices, 
or a combination of both are often used for quality-assurance purposes. 
In quality control, inspection is the means by which process variation is detected and 
good quality is assured. Inspection is traditionally accomplished using labor-intensive 
methods that are time-consuming and inaccurate. In mass customization, automated 
inspection systems are being increasingly used as sensor and computer technologies are 
developed and refined [Mandroli, 2006]. In different conditions, different inspection 
decisions may need to be made as part of production planning, and if a measurement is 
necessary, what to measure, when and how to measure.  
Automatic inspection stations (AIS) have been widely employed to assure product 
quality. With limited inspection resources available, an inspection allocation problem 
occurs in a multistage manufacturing system, particularly in the electronic manufacturing 
industry that performs precision testing on package circuits or chips [Lee, 1998], and 
small and medium-sized workshops [Shiau, 2002]. 
Depending on the varying inspection capabilities and applications, inspection stations can 
be categorized into several classes. Each inspection station class consists of inspection 
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stations with same inspection usage and capability. The inspection allocation problem is 
to determine 
1) At which operation an inspection activity should be conducted, and 
2) Which inspection station should be used if an inspection activity is needed 
The research on the in-process inspection has also focused on the inspection strategy 
under the assumption that the process plan is fixed. Two alternatives of sequence of 
processing, inspection and correction facilities were discussed [Irianto, 1995]. Inspection 
planning during process planning was studied for a multistage manufacturing system by 
using two decision criteria of sequence order of workstation and tolerance interval 
[Shiau, 2003]. The research regarded the inspection process as more corrective than 
proactive action. 
There is no systematic study on the determination of in-process inspection strategy for 
mass customization. In the production planning stage, the operation tolerances are 
assigned based on process capability analysis; the in-process inspection is only necessary 
when a process variation is identified.  
 
2.3.3 Statistical Quality Control (SQC) 
SQC is generally described as the control of product quality by statistical methods. 
Various techniques developed mathematically have been used in the control of product 
quality. This best practice addresses two separate but related techniques, Statistical 
Sampling and Statistical Process Control (SPC). The former is to take samples of product 
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to determine if a batch is acceptable and the latter is to monitor production process to 
prevent poor quality [Krumwiede, 1996]. 
Statistical Sampling 
Statistical sampling is a method of inspection performed throughout the manufacturing 
process, according to sampling acceptance plans and based on the laws of probability. 
Statistical sampling inspects defined characteristics on a portion of a batch to determine 
statistically if the entire lot is acceptable. 
Benefits of using statistical sampling include: 
• The ability to quantify results and relate them to the entire portfolio being 
reviewed. 
• The ability to quantify sampling risk (i.e., the risk that the sample is not indicative 
of the entire portfolio). 
• Effective use of limited examiner resources. 
Statistical Process Control (SPC) 
Statistical process control has been developed by industrial engineers to reduce the 
variability of parts during manufacturing [Abugov, 1993; Houssain, 1996; Krumwiede, 
1996]. Briefly, a process can be considered as a series of productive steps resulting in a 
product. Each step produces a part of the product made to ‘fit’ with other parts needed to 
produce the product. SPC allows the early detection of unintended variation of the parts 
within each step so that they can be maintained or brought into statistical control. 
Central to the use of SPC is the control chart for observing variations of the process. A 
control chart is a graphic summary of the descriptive statistics of a running group (set) of 
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parts. It plots the values that are under consideration against the sequence of parts. The 
plotted measurement variables are examined to be within an ‘Upper Control Limit’ 
(UCL) and ‘Lower Control Limit’ (LCL), which were established for allowed variation. 
If the measured variables characterizing the part exceed the limits, it indicates the need 
for corrective action. 
Traditional control charts aroused in such a way that corrective actions are taken only 
after the occurrence of an out-of-control signal which indicates that the process 
performance has changed to a state significantly far away from the original. In this way, 
control charts function only as a reaction to a system’s deficiency [Houssain, 1996]. It 
would be more effective to take a proactive approach preventing the occurrence of out-
of-control situations by allowing the process to be adjusted in a preventive way so that 
fewer non-conforming items will be produced. Engineering process control (EPC) 
techniques was developed, in combination with SPC, aiming at adjusting the process 
constantly so that it is always kept on target [Box, 1994; 1997]. 
The procedure of implementing SPC includes, 
• Take periodic samples from process 
• Plot sample points on control chart 
• Determine if process is within limits 
• Prevent quality problems 
Although SPC has been widely used in industry, it has not been integrated in CAMP. 
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2.3.4 Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) 
Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) is a quality improvement and risk assessment 
tool commonly used in industry. It is a living document used to capture design and 
process failure information. The FMEA documents are one of the important outputs of 
the quality control planning. 
FMEA can be classified into two main types, i.e. design FMEA and process FMEA 
[Stamatis, 1995].  The potential failure modes and potential causes for each component or 
process step are identified and documented in advance. It provides a tool of assessment of 
the failure effects. The risk of each failure is prioritized on the basis of the risk priority 
number (RPN). RPN is a decision factor based on the product of three ratings: 
occurrence, severity and detection. The ratings are scaled with numbers between 1 and 
10. Failure modes with high RPN values are selected. The corresponding current controls 
(i.e. the solutions) will be implemented on the basis of the selected failures. 
Traditionally, potential problems of a design or process are captured with FMEA 
manually using hard copy or spreadsheet. However, as the accumulated FMEA 
knowledge grows, the information becomes increasingly difficult to find. Hence, it is 
increasingly harder to reuse. In order to increase its effectiveness, much research has 
been carried out to find an effective way to provide automatic FMEA report generation. 
Several software systems, such as FLAME [Price, 1995] and Auto-SteveTM [Price, 
1997] for the design of automobile electrical systems, GENMech [Hughes, 1999] for 
mechanical design, and the research work for hydraulic systems design [Atkinson, 1992; 
Hogan, 1992], have been developed to help the FMEA documentation. Methods were 
suggested for process FMEA application [Bouti, 1994; Price, 1998] and a more generic 
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approach was proposed for both design and process FMEA [Eubanks, 1996]. Despite the 
wide use of FMEA in industry and the research work on modeling several aspects of 
FMEA analysis, how to generate FMEA information in production planning stage and 
integrate with CAMP is still a great challenge. 
 
2.4 Summary of current research 
Process planning translates product design information into the process steps and 
instructions to manufacture efficiently and effectively. Significant benefits can be 
resulted from the implementation of CAPP. Since the 1960’s, a lot of research has been 
related to CAPP. Considering the new production mode, mass customization, a 
comprehensive CAMP system has been studied and developed. Based on the review of 
previous research, the CAMP technique is expanded in three aspects. 
1) Current CAMP system is expanded from applying to non-rotational part 
manufacturing planning to include the application to rotational parts. 
2) The design information included in CAMP system is expanded to contain not only 
the part geometry information, but also the tolerance information in the part 
information model. Therefore the tolerance analysis can be conducted during the 
process planning. 
3) This system is expanded by adding quality control planning function to the 
process simulation and cycle time calculation.  
Tolerance analysis and tolerance assignment are two important issues, which provide the 
base of quality control planning. Most research used worst-case or statistical method to 
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solve the tolerance stackup problem with limitations incapable of calculating the complex 
3D geometric tolerance stackup, especially in multi-operation cases. Monte Carlo 
simulation is a method that could be used in manufacturing error estimation with 
considerations of locating datum variation and multi-operation cases. However, a 
meaningful cost function is needed for tolerance assignment optimization.  
Quality control plan is an important component in CAMP, but has not been integrated 
with tolerance analysis and into CAMP. The quality control planning may include the 
identification of process variation, determination of in-process inspection strategy, 
control limits, and FMEA documentation. 
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Chapter 3: Tolerance Stack-up Analysis for Production Planning 
 
Tolerance analysis has been receiving renewed attention as the global competition is 
driving industrial companies to pursue better quality and lower cost. Based on the 
concept of mass customization, it is desired that new products be developed in small 
volume and manufactured with mass production rates. Hence, an optimal production plan 
needs to be made rapidly according to the available manufacturing resource. Tolerance 
analysis and quality control are important components of the rapid production planning. 
Although a lot of research work has been done in this area, there is a gap of academic 
research and industrial application. This chapter presents an integrated computer-aided 
tolerance analysis (CATA) system to facilitate the rapid production planning for mass 
customization. The CATA system consists of three modules: tolerance stack-up analysis, 
operational tolerance assignment, and quality control planning. Monte Carlo simulation-
based tolerance stack-up analysis module has been developed and is presented in this 
chapter. It is capable of predicting dimensional, geometric, and positional tolerances of a 
final product that may go through a multiple-station production line. Parametric study is 
conducted to determine the sensitivity of final product quality to each error source and 
hence identify critical processes to assist quality control planning. A generic algorithm-
based optimal tolerance assignment module is introduced in the next chapter and the 
quality control planning is presented in Chapter 5. 
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3.1 The framework of computer-aided tolerance analysis system 
Study and development of computer-aided tolerance analysis (CATA) are driven by the 
demand of industry and accommodated by the rapidly improving computer technology.  
This CATA system may help attack the three problems of tolerance analysis: tolerance 
stack-up, tolerance assignment and quality control planning.  
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Figure 3.1 Flowchart of CATA system 
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The tolerance stack-up analysis is to determine the process error effects in each setup on 
the final geometric accuracy of manufacturing features. When the process errors are 
specified by operational tolerances in each setup, the final resultant errors of each 
manufacturing feature can be estimated. The final errors are compared with the design 
tolerance specifications to identify any possible defects. The tolerance assignment is to 
determine the operational tolerance requirements in each setup based on the design 
tolerances of each manufacturing features and the process capability. It is an important 
step to determine operational tolerance for each setup in production planning based on 
design requirements of a product. Finally the quality control planning is to determine the 
quality control details, i.e., the way to ensure the operational tolerance during production, 
as part of production planning. 
The structure of CATA system is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The design and manufacturing 
information are collected and stored according to pre-defined data structure. Features and 
error sources characteristics are extracted from the CAD model and setup planning 
documentation and used for tolerance stack-up simulation. Based on the process error 
information, the produced feature variation is simulated and estimated. After the 
simulation is completed, the statistical analysis of the feature geometry deviations can be 
performed and the results can be compared with design requirements. Parametric study is 
also conducted to evaluate the sensitivity of feature tolerances to each error source.  
The tolerance assignment module starts with the economic tolerance grade (IT) 
associated with machines in all workstations. Further modification and optimization of 
process tolerance can be made, assisted by sensitivity analysis and cost model, to tell if 
the stack-up result of assigned tolerance can meet the design requirements. Because the 
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tolerance sensitivity reveals the sensitive degree and contribution degree of each 
manufacturing error source, it enables the process variation analysis to find the impact of 
each factor. Further more, the in-process inspection plan will be generated to proactively 
prevent the quality problem. Thus, the quality control planning is conducted after the 
completion of tolerance analysis.  
 
3.2 Tolerance stack-up model 
In this research, the tolerance stack-up analysis is implemented to evaluate the machining 
error effects in each setup on the feature tolerance specifications of the final product.  
The basic idea of the tolerance stack-up analysis is to create an analytical model for 
predicting the accumulation of process tolerances. Monte Carlo simulation is a numerical 
method for determining an approximate solution for mathematical physics and 
engineering technology problems by the way of a statistical test and simulation of 
random variables [Zhang, 1998]. The Monte Carlo based tolerance stack-up simulation is 
based on the use of a random number generator to simulate the effects of manufacturing 
variations on tolerance stack-up. Tolerance stack-up problem may be very complicated 
because many factors contribute to the stack-up including fixturing errors, machine 
errors, tool wear, part inaccuracy, and so on. These factors have different probability 
distribution functions including the normal distribution. Theoretically it has to collect a 
great deal of statistical data in order to achieve sufficient and reliable results. To some 
extent, this would lead to its limitation in practice. In the production planning stage, the 
process errors are assumed as normal distribution with the tolerance range as k·σ where σ 
is the standard deviation of the normal distribution and k is the coefficient. 
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Furthermore, tolerance analysis involves two different aspects of stack-up, inter-setup 
tolerance analysis and intra-setup tolerance analysis [Hu, 2001]. Inter-setup tolerance 
analysis is mainly to estimate the manufacturing error propagation in accordance with 
different setups. Different setup plans may lead to different locating and clamping 
methods, and different fixture configurations, resulting in different manufacturing error 
stack-up. Therefore, a stack-up methodology needs to be developed to verify setup 
accuracy. A searching algorithm of tolerance chain is to be developed as one of the most 
important components in the computer-aided engineering methodology.  
Besides that, the intra-setup tolerance analysis is also studied to determine how much the 
manufacturing errors can be resulted by various error sources, such as locating, tool wear, 
vibration, and so on, within a setup. With these two aspects of considerations, a 
consolidated analysis method is established to solve the tolerance stack-up problem. 
 
3.2.1 Inter-setup tolerance stack-up model 
When a feature is machined through multi-setups, a tolerance chain may be formed 
among the machining and datum features. The tolerances can be assigned to a single 
feature (the toleranced feature), such as "limit of size" dimensional tolerances and certain 
geometric tolerances including straightness, flatness, circularity, cylindricity, and profile 
tolerances when specified without datums. These types of tolerances are mainly 
determined by machine/process capabilities and do not need to be considered in setup 
planning. 
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Other types of tolerances involve not only the toleranced features but also one or more 
reference features (datums), and hence are referred to as relative tolerances. The relative 
tolerances include non-"limit of size" dimensional tolerances and the geometric 
tolerances, such as parallelism, perpendicularity, angularity, position, concentricity, 
symmetry, runout (circular and total), and profile tolerances (profile of a curve and 
profile of a surface) when specified with datums. They are influenced not only by process 
capabilities but also by the setup methods applied; therefore, need to be considered in 
setup planning. 
Generally speaking, the relative tolerance relationships between two features could be 
tracked in a single setup or multiple setups. In previous work, a datum machining surface 
relationship graph (DMG) is used as a powerful tool to describe datum and machining 
surface relationship and track machining error stack-up among multiple setups [Bai, 
1996; Zhang, 1999]. The tolerance chain between two features can be easily identified 
through searching the shortest path in DMG graph. The retrieved tolerance chain between 
feature i and j can be expressed in the following equation: 
 ∆ij = ∆ik + ∆km + ··· + ∆lj       (3.1) 
Eq. 3.1 is written in a linear format because each tolerance is regarded as sufficiently 
small. But the questions about this equation are: 1) It is easy to track the shortest path in 
the DMG graph, but how can we represent the DMG information in data format and how 
can we search the stack-up chain by computer? 2) Does each pertinent process tolerance 
affect the stack-up tolerance at the same level? 3) Can we just simply sum up all pertinent 
process tolerances to evaluate the resultant tolerance? To solve these problems, first, the 
stack-up chain searching algorithm is developed in which the DMG information is 
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represented in XML file. Second, each tolerance will be further decomposed to several 
error terms in a single setup. Thus the contribution of each process tolerance can be 
evaluated and be passed to the process variation analysis.  
Whenever the tolerance chain is determined, the tolerance stack-up can be expressed in a 
linear equation. Figure 3.2 shows a simple part manufactured through two setups. In 
setup I, feature A is machined referring to datum X. In setup II, feature B is machined 
referring to datum A. When analyzing the profile tolerance between feature B and X, the 
stack-up chain can be found in DMG graph and be expressed in Eq. 3.2.  
II
AB
I
XAXB ∆+∆=∆         (3.2) 
 
Figure 3.2 Inter-setup tolerance stack-up 
Without losing generality, it is assumed that the manufacturing plan consists of X setups 
and the tolerance stack-up chain for machining feature j in setup X1 with respect to 
feature i in setup X2 has (X2-X1) setups involved. The inter-setup tolerance stack-up can 
be expressed as:  
21 ... Xij
X
ijij ∆++∆=∆ .        (3.3) 
Each item in Eq. 3.3 stands for the relevant tolerance during the machining process. It 
will be decomposed further into various error terms in the next section.  
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3.2.2 Intra-setup tolerance stack-up model  
In the last section, the inter-setup tolerance stack-up model was primarily generated 
through DMG graph and the searching algorithm. Therefore the tolerance stack-up is the 
accumulation of all resultant tolerances in multi-setups. The fact is these tolerances may 
be affected by different manufacturing errors. Thus, how do all factors work and to what 
extent do they become our concerns? There are two problems related to the 
manufacturing error analysis. The first is to understand the tolerance relationship between 
two features; second is to decompose the manufacturing tolerance into various error 
terms.   
Tolerance relationship between two features - Generally speaking, the relative 
tolerance relationships between two features can be tracked in one single setup or in 
multiple setups. A manufacturing error analysis shows that they are very different in 
terms of tolerance control. Five dimensional variation relationship models are 
summarized by Rong [1999]. It analyzed the variation of dimensions in various scenarios, 
such as in the same/different setup, in same/different cutting normal direction, and using 
same/different cutting tool, etc. 
Tolerance decomposition - Tolerance decomposition models are used to partition a 
tolerance into interoperable machining errors, which could be used for locating error 
analysis or for feedback to design stage for design improvement. It has been studied with 
worst-case method in previous research [Zhang, 2001]. 
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Figure 3.3 Intra-setup tolerance stack-up 
Machining errors within a setup can be resulted from the deterministic component (∆det) 
and the random component (∆ran). The deterministic component primarily consists of 
locating errors (∆loc) from the displacement of locating and supporting elements in the 
machine tool and fixture as well as tool-fixture alignment errors, machine tool errors 
(∆mt) and cutting tool wear errors (∆tool), and other deterministic errors (∆o) in the 
machining processes (see Figure 3.3). The locating errors of workpiece are resulted from 
position errors of locators as follows. 
rWLloc ∆=∆                        (3.4) 
where   is locating error of workpiece; loc∆
 is locating matrix; LW
 r∆  is locator position error. 
A precise description of the behavior of machine tool error is quite complicated and 
depends on many factors such as thermal errors, cutting-force induced errors, etc. 
Generally, it is assumed that the machine tool error follows a certain type of distribution, 
for example, normal distribution. Thus, the probability density function of machine tool 
error can be approximated by 
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Figure 3.4 Cutting tool error 
The characteristics of cutting tool error due to wear normally follows a cyclical pattern, 
as shown in Figure 3.4, where Wmax is the maximum tolerable tool wear and T is tool life. 
Based on these formulations, the stack-up of both inter-setup and intra-setup tolerance 
can be expressed as overall effects of all error sources. If the contribution of each error 
source is small enough, the overall effects can be approximated by the summation of 
involved error sources. 
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More specifically, the tolerance decomposition equation of the prismatic part in Figure 
3.3 can be expressed in Eq. 3.7. 
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where , , , , , and  are machine tool error, locating error and tool 
wear error in setup I and II respectively. 
I
mt∆ Iloc∆ Itool∆ IImt∆ IIloc∆ IItool∆
Considering that various manufacturing errors have different behavior, the traditional 
worst case and statistical method cannot provide a satisfactory solution for complex 
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tolerance stack-up. Therefore, a computer-aided tolerance analysis system is needed to 
provide the quick solution for tolerance stack-up and tolerance assignment. 
 
3.3 Simulation-based tolerance stack-up analysis  
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Figure 3.5 Simulation procedure for the inter-setup tolerance stack up 
Figure 3.5 illustrates the intra-setup and inter-setup stack up of locating errors and 
process errors during tolerance analysis with Monte Carlo simulation. Those errors are 
kept being stacked up until the final product is achieved, which is represented by control 
points that deviate from their ideal position (red-color profile) due to errors. The features 
of workpiece are represented by control points throughout the simulation process. When 
it comes to statistical analysis of feature deviations, conversion rules need to be 
implemented to determine all types of feature deviations based on coordinates of 
corresponding control points. In this section, feature deviations are mapped differently 
according to the 14 types of standard geometric tolerances. 
Major steps of the stack-up modeling and simulation are listed as follows. 
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1. Part model and feature data representation 
Figure 3.6 Data structure for part information 
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Figure 3.7 Data structure for design tolerance  
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 Setup 1 
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Figure 3.8 Data structure for setup/process information 
The concept of control point is that there are certain points on a feature that can represent 
the feature without causing ambiguity. This is true when the part is considered as a rigid 
body. In this research, vertices for a polygon or quadrant points for a circle are selected as 
control points. Other points along the boundary of the feature may be chosen depending 
on the size of the feature. 
2. Input data structure 
The stack-up analysis of tolerance requires a large amount of input data such as part 
geometry information, design specifications, and a detailed production plan including 
fixturing plan. A link structure is employed as shown in Figures 3.6-3.8. During the 
implementation, it is realized with XML schema. 
3. Error sources and tolerance IT level 
When a manufacturing process is designed, discrete tolerance values are assigned based 
on international standard organization (ISO) standard. In this research, the tolerance 
grade (IT) is used to assist error analysis at a variety of levels. 
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Table 3.1 Relation between geometric tolerances and machining processes 
Order of Tolerance (x10-5) 
Expressed as mm/mm length of surface or cylinder 
Angularity 
Flat surfaces Cylinders Process Circularity Flatness Parallelism of cylinders
Straightness 
of cylinders, 
gaps Parallelism
Squareness
Other 
angle 
Parallelism 
Squareness 
Other 
angle 
drill — — — — — — 100 100 
mill, slot — 5 — 10 10 30 10 30 
turn, bore IT4 5 10 10 10 30 10 30 
fine turn, fine bore IT2 3 4 4 5 30 5 30 
cylindrical grind IT3 — 5 5 — — 5 30 
fine cylindrical grind IT1 — 2 2 — — 2 10 
surface grind — 3 — — 5 30 5 30 
fine surface grind — 1 — — 2 10 2 10 
 
Lower limit 
 
Upper limit 
 
Workpiece  
Tool  
 
Programmed 
tool path  
 
Tool-workpiece 
engage position  
Tool  
 
Actual tool 
path limit  
Control point i  
  xi  
 
Workpiece  
Figure 3.9 Control point deviation relative to the tolerance zone 
The manufacturing process capability is determined by a number of factors such as 
machine condition, machining parameters, part geometry, and feature type. In practice, 
the combined effects of all those factors can be represented by tolerance IT level, which 
can be found from machining handbooks with given feature size and machining type. The 
relationships between geometric tolerances and machining processes are shown in Table 
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3.1. Table 3.2 shows the relationship of IT grade and the size of tolerance zone. Figure 
3.9 illustrated the concept of control point deviation relative to the tolerance zone. 
Table 3.2 ISO tolerance band 
4. Control point deviatio
ring processes and locating errors for all setups 
) 
 
e 
ce 
 Nominal Sizes (mm) 
over  1 3 6 10 18 30 50 80 120 180 250 
inc.  3 6 10 18 30 50 80 120 180 250 315 
IT Grade  Tolerance band in µm 
1 0.8 1 1 1.2 1.5 1.5 2 2.5 3.5 4.5 6 
2 1.2 1.5 1.5 2 2.5 2.5 3 4 5 7 8 
3 2 2.5 2.5 3 4 4 5 6 8 10 12 
4 3 4 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14 16 
5 4 5 6 8 9 11 13 15 18 20 23 
6 6 8 9 11 13 16 19 22 25 29 32 
7 10 12 15 18 21 25 30 35 40 46 52 
8 14 18 22 27 33 39 46 54 63 72 81 
9 25 30 36 43 52 62 74 87 100 115 130 
10 40 48 58 70 84 100 120 140 160 185 210 
11 60 75 90 110 130 160 190 220 250 290 320 
12 100 120 150 180 210 250 300 350 400 460 520 
13 140 180 220 270 330 390 460 540 630 720 810 
14 250 300 360 430 520 620 740 870 1000 1150 1300 
 
n stack-up 
Once the process errors for all manufactu
are determined, random numbers are generated in corresponding ranges and distributions 
to represent those errors at specific control points or locating points. Their interactions 
and effects on workpiece quality are illustrated in Figure 3.10. Figure 3.10(a) and 3.10(b
show the machined feature after only process errors and locator errors are applied, 
respectively. Figure 3.10(c) shows the overall effects of error sources within a setup
stored in global coordinate system (GCS). The effects of process error are stored in 
workpiece coordinate system (WCS). The effects of locator errors are kept in machin
coordinate system (MCS). There three sets of data are kept separately for the convenien
of computation and implementation. Effects of all errors are kept being stacked up until 
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the final product is achieved, which is represented by control points that deviate from 
their ideal position due to errors. 
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Figure 3.10 Simulation of error stack-up 
5. Mapping the control point deviation to the tolerance zone 
Because the features of a part are represented by control points throughout the simulation, 
a statistical analysis of feature deviations is conducted to convert the coordinate 
variations of corresponding control points into the tolerance zone, being consistent with 
the feature tolerance definition. According to ANSI Y14.5M-1994 standard, each 
tolerance type has its unique mathematical expression. For example, the vectorial 
definition of two geometric tolerances, true position and perpendicularity, can be 
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expressed in following equations. Figure 3.11(a) shows the tolerance requirements on a 
sample part. 
True position: ai
pos
i nPPt
rrr ×−= )( 0        (3.8) 
     
2
max posposi
T
t ≤        (3.9) 
where   is the unit vector of the datum plane, dn
r
0P
r
 is the theoretical point of the axis 
without tolerance,  is any arbitrary point on the substitute axis,  is the position 
value of the point , and  is the required position tolerance of the hole (see Figure 
3.11(b)). 
iP
r
pos
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iP
r
posT
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Figure 3.11 Illustration of position and perpendicularity of a through hole feature 
Perpendicularity (hole): ai
perp
i nPPt
rrr ×−= )'( 0      (3.10) 
 
2
max perpperpi
T
t ≤       (3.11) 
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where  is any arbitrary point of the substitute axis,  is the perpendicularity value 
of point , T
'0P
r
perp
it
iP
r
prip is the required perpendicularity tolerance of the hole, other symbols can 
be referred to Eq. 3.8 and 3.9 (see Figure 3.11-c). 
Given the simulation results, the coordinate deviations of the control points are obtained. 
These deviated coordinates are used to calculate the deviation of the hole axis, relative to 
the three references in the tolerance specification. 
Providing a cylindrical hole surface with m control points (quadrant points) and a datum 
plane with n control points (see Figure 3.13), the normal direction 
DV  of the datum plane 
can be found by applying the least square method to the n control points on it. The center 
axis point (red dot) can be calculated from the simulated coordinates of four quadrant 
points (black dots).  Each center point is then projected onto the vector 
DV . As illustrated 
in Figure 3.12, the maximum distance for the project points is found and it represents the 
perpendicularity of the whole feature. Mathematically the perpendicularity is expressed 
in Eq. 3.12. 
 ( )[ ]miPPT iiperp L,2,1,max ' =−=         (3.12) 
where Tperp denotes the perpendicularity error; Pi is the ideal whole axis coordinate 
according to datum A and P’i is the calculated point on whole axis.  
True Position 
For a through hole with true position requirements, the control points of the target hole 
are selected as shown in Figure 3.13. The true position tolerance may have 1 to 3 datum 
references, which are also represented by control points. First, all datum features need to 
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be characterized with the least square method. Then the center axis of the hole is 
determined by the simulated control points on datum plane B and C. The actual points on 
center axis can be calculated from the coordinates of four control points (black dots) and 
the maximum distance is the true position error. Mathematically the true position of the 
hole is expressed in Eq. 3.13. 
Datum plane B
Datum plane C
Datum plane A
0.15 true position
tolerance zone (exaggerated)
   0.05 perpendicularity
tolerance zone (exaggerated)
P1(x1,y1,z1)
P2
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P11 P9
X
YZ
P12
P10
 
Figure 3.12 Control points selection for through hole feature 
 ( )[ ]miPPT iipos L,2,1,max ' =−=         (3.13) 
where Tpos denotes the true position error; Pi is the ideal whole axis position according to 
datum B and C, and P’i is the calculated point on whole axis.  
 
3.4 Sensitivity study and output format 
Once the statistical analysis of simulated dimensional and geometric inaccuracy is 
completed, the result can be compared with design tolerance requirements. If all the 
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inaccuracy ranges fall into the design requirements, the manufacturing processes are able 
to produce a quality finished part. Otherwise, the process plan needs to be revised to meet 
the design requirements. Moreover, sensitivity analysis can be performed to provide 
guidelines for process improvement or optimization. The sensitivity of finish part 
inaccuracy to error sources is expressed by the changes of dimensional or geometric 
inaccuracy with respect to unit change of each error source. Compare the new simulation 
results with the old ones, the effect of selected error source on each tolerance can be 
found. Repeating this procedure for every error source can provide a complete matrix of 
error source effects on tolerance. 
For certain process tolerance Ti (i=1···m), , , , and  are machine tool error, 
locating error, tool wear error and other error source in setup q, {∆d
q
mt∆ qloc∆ qtool∆ qo∆
j}={0···1···0} (only 
the jth element is 1) be the error term normal deviations, then the tolerance deviation 
based on this error term deviation is: 
)( jT ddevdev i ∆=         (3.14) 
Based on the inter-setup tolerance stack-up equation 3.6, the sensitivity for the tolerance 
upon the specific error factor in setup i can be found by normalizing the deviations for all 
related error terms: 
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The complete simulation results and sensitivity analysis results will be provided to user in 
table format as shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. This is also illustrated in the case study. 
Table 3.3 Output data: simulation result of finish part 
Design Tolerance (from FTG) Simulation Results 
 Tolerance Type 
Target 
Feature 
Datum 
Feature Upper Limit Lower Limit Upper limit 
Lower 
limit 
Distribution 
Characteristic
X 
X Tolerance Requirement 1 X  X X 
X X X X X 
X 
X 
Tolerance 
Requirement 2 X  X X 
X X X X X 
… … … … … … … … … 
X 
X 
Tolerance 
Requirement n X  X X 
X X X X X 
 
Table 3.4 Output data: sensitivity study results 
 Setup 1 … Setup S 
 Locator Error 1 … 
Locator 
Error 6 
Process 
Error 1 … 
Process 
Error 6 … … 
Tolerance Requirement 1 X X X X X X … … 
Tolerance Requirement 2 X X X X X X … … 
… … … … … … … … … 
Tolerance Requirement n X X X X X X … … 
 
3.5 Case study 
This section demonstrates the tolerance stack-up analysis with a virtual prismatic part and 
a rotational part, bearing spindle. The entire Monte Carlo simulation module is 
implemented with MatLab® and executed on a 2.4G Hz personal computer.  
3.5.1 Case 1: A prismatic part 
A virtual prismatic part (Material: aluminum alloy) is used as an example. All design 
requirements are shown in Figure 3.13, along with all vertices being numbered and saved 
as control points. The setup planning information, including machine tools and fixturing 
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schemes, are listed in Table 3.5. All features and locating points are also numbered and 
saved in pre-defined data structure. 
Figure 3.13 Prismatic part for tolerance stack up analysis 
Table 3.5 Setup planning for the sample prismatic part 
SETUP 1— locating surface #: 6,3,4 
• PROCESS1: Tool axis direction: +X 
            Feature 2: plane  IT: 9  Ra: 125  face mill  D:1.2 L:3 
• PROCESS2: Tool axis direction: -Y  
            Feature 5: plane  IT: 9  Ra: 125  face mill  D:1.2 L:3 
SETUP 2— locating surface #: 5,3,2 
• PROCESS3: Tool axis direction: +Y  
            Feature 3: plane  IT: 9  Ra: 125  face mill  D:1.2 L:3 
• PROCESS4: Tool axis direction: -X; 
            Feature 6: plane  IT: 9  Ra: 125  face mill  D:1.2 L:3 
• PROCESS5: Tool axis direction: -X 
            Feature 10,12: plane  IT: 7  Ra: 63  profile mill  D:0.3 L:3 
• PROCESS6: Tool axis direction: -X 
            Feature 11: plane  IT: 7  Ra: 63  end mill  D:0.4 L:3 
SETUP 3— locating surface #: 2,5,3 
• PROCESS7: Tool axis direction: +Z  
            Feature 1: plane  IT: 9  Ra: 125  face mill  D:1.2 L:3 
• PROCESS8: Tool axis direction: +Y 
            Feature 4: plane  IT: 9  Ra: 125  face mill  D:1.2 L:3 
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SETUP 4— locating surface #: 6,3,4 
• PROCESS9: Tool axis direction: +X    
            Feature 7,9: plane  IT: 7  Ra: 63  slot mill  D:0.3 L:3 
• PROCESS10: Tool axis direction: +X  
            Feature 8: plane  IT: 7  Ra: 63  end mill  D:0.4 L:3 
 
First, all features, control points, and locating points are numbered and saved in link data 
structure. It is assumed that the locator errors are uniform distributions in the range of [-
0.02mm. 0.02mm]. Boundaries of each process error are determined by the IT grade and 
associated feature size. All random numbers representing process errors are generated 
following normal distribution. The Monte Carlo simulation trial number is set to be 
20,000. With given information, the stack up analysis provides simulation results with 
respect of all design requirements after using 200 seconds computation time. Part of the 
results is listed in Table 3.6.  
Table 3.6 Tolerance stack up analysis results 
Design Tolerance Simulation Results Tolerance 
Type 
Target 
Feature 
Datum 
Feature Upper 
Limit 
Lower 
Limit 
Upper 
limit 
Lower 
limit 
Distribution 
Characteristic 
Dimensional  5 6 0.175 -0.175 0.198 -0.193 Normal 
Dimensional 8 11 0.055 -0.055 0.092 0.098 Normal 
Flatness 8 N/A 0.02 N/A 0.013 N/A Non-normal 
Parallelism 6 8 0.042 N/A 0.073 N/A Non-normal 
Parallelism 8 11 0.05 N/A 0.075 N/A Non-normal 
 
This simulation module has distinctive advantages such as prediction of geometric 
tolerances, feature variance distribution type. Moreover, it can perform sensitivity 
analysis and assist improvement of production plan. Obviously, a number of design 
requirements are not met based on the simulation results. For instance, the parallelism of 
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feature 8 with respect to feature 11 should be controlled by 0.042mm. The simulation 
result shows that the parallelism does not follow normal distribution. The value can be as 
much as 0.0747. 
Table 3.7 Contribution of each error source to parallelism between feature 8 and 11 
Setup1 Setup2 Setup3 Setup4 Error source
Feature tolerance 
Locators 
Error P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10
F8: parallelism 0.08 0.04 0.03 0 0 0.17 0.16 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.04
 
The sensitivity analysis of this parallelism has been performed and the given results are 
shown in Table 3.7 (numbers have been rounded up). This reveals that the locator errors 
and process errors of processes 5 and 6 are major contributors. This indicates that the 
locator components are not accurate enough for this production plan and need to be 
upgraded. The processes 5 and 6 are critical for the parallelism between features 8 and 
11. Improvement of these processes can enhance the product quality more efficiently. 
Guided by the simulation results and sensitivity analysis, the production plan can be 
revised as follows.  
1) Select fixture components with locator errors in the range of [-0.005mm, 
0.005mm].  
2) Assign IT grade 6 instead of 7 to processes 5 and 6 in setup 2.   
The simulation results show that the new plan is able to control the aforementioned two 
parameters, as shown in Figure 3.14. Repeating this procedure to all unsatisfied tolerance 
requirements can provide a feasible tolerance assignment plan. However, this may not be 
an optimal plan. The second module of this CATA system, being discussed in chapter 4, 
deals with optimal tolerance assignment. 
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 (a) Dimension between feature 8 and 11          (b) Parallelism of feature 8 to 11 
Figure 3.14 Simulation results of revised plan for feature 8. 
 
3.5.2 Case 2: Bearing spindle 
X
Y
Figure 3.15 Bearing spindle design and feature/surface list 
All design requirements are shown in Figure 3.15 left. Figure 3.15 right shows that all the 
features and surfaces are listed according to required input data & format. The 
manufacturing plan for this bearing spindle consists of four setups. The initial tolerance 
assignment for each setup is shown in Figures 3.16. 
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In this bearing spindle case, all the machining features are either planer surfaces or 
cylindrical surfaces. Hence, the quadrant points of all circular edges are selected as 
control points, similar to the control points of the cylinder in Figure 3.11. The direction 
for each control point is assigned as the vectors normal to the cylindrical surface or side 
surfaces, depending on which feature the control point belongs to. The part and process 
information are documented according to the input data format. The simulation results 
show that, if the chuck is properly selected, the assigned process tolerances are able to 
control the finished part variation in the ranges of design tolerances.  
Figure 3.16 Bearing spindle setup plan 
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3.6 Chapter Summary 
Tolerance stack-up and assignment are major components of tolerance analysis and 
production planning. It is one of the most important tasks when generating a production 
plan from product design. In this chapter, a Monte Carlo simulation-based tolerance 
stack-up system has been developed as part of a computer aided tolerance analysis 
system. The computer-aided method is based on the manufacturing error decomposition 
model of inter-setup and intra-setup. Both sensitivity analysis approach and tolerance IT 
concept have been investigated to get the proper process tolerances. This simulation-
based tolerance analysis method can be applied in complex multi-operation machining as 
well as the geometric tolerance stack-up. It provides the possibility to assign and optimize 
the process tolerances during the process planning stage. The initial tolerance assignment 
will be covered in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Tolerance Assignment and GA Based Tolerance 
Optimization 
 
In production planning, series of operations are designed to control the geometry, size, 
and location of workpiece features. The tolerance assignment is used to determine a set of 
manufacturing tolerances in each operation that can ensure the final product meet the 
design tolerance requirements.  In this chapter, the tolerance assignment for production 
planning with multi-setups is investigated. An optimal tolerance assignment strategy is 
developed. The optimization criteria are established and applied to minimize the 
manufacturing cost and cycle time while maintaining product quality. The cost model 
includes effective factors at machine level, part level, and feature level. Optimization of 
tolerance assignment plan with genetic algorithm is formulated. The Monte Carlo 
simulation based tolerance analysis method is employed to validate the tolerance 
assignment results. A case study with real product and process data shows that this 
approach is viable and efficient for tolerance assignment. The developed system can be 
integrated into the production planning system. 
 
4.1 Tolerance assignment in CATA system 
A manufacturing process plan defines all processes required to produce quality products 
from raw parts. Tolerance planning plays an important role in production planning. The 
following questions need to be answered in production planning.  
1) Can the manufacturing tolerances ensure the satisfaction of designed tolerances? 
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2) How can we specify/generate optimal manufacturing tolerances from design 
tolerances to ensure/maintain product quality, productivity, and lower cost?  
3) Practically, what measures should be taken in production so that all the tolerance 
specifications are met?  
A Monte Carlo simulation based tolerance stack-up analysis introduced in Chapter 3 
provides the solution to the first question. Given the manufacturing production plan, each 
process and locator tolerance, we will be able to verify if the manufacturing tolerance 
stack-ups exceed the design tolerance specifications. However, in the production 
planning stage, the process tolerances are unknown. Thus, the tolerance assignment is to 
find a set of feasible process tolerances for relevant features in each operation. The aim of 
optimal manufacturing tolerance assignment planning is to minimize cost/cycle time 
while maintaining product quality. The tolerance analysis result can help to develop a 
quality control plan, as answer to the last question. 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the workflow of the tolerance assignment and optimization. The 
initial process tolerance is assigned by using the economic tolerance grade (IT).  Then the 
computer-aided tolerance stack-up analysis is utilized to determine whether all design 
tolerance requirements can be satisfied with given manufacturing tolerances. If the stack-
up analysis finds out that the design specifications cannot be satisfied, the process 
tolerance will be compared with the process capability. If all process capabilities have 
been reached, it means the current process plan cannot meet the design tolerance 
requirement unless the plan is changed. If there is still space to improve the process 
tolerance, the process tolerance will be adjusted according to the process error 
sensitivities, i.e., the most sensitive manufacturing tolerance to the specific feature would 
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be tightened with priority. 
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Figure 4.1 The tolerance assignment flow chart in CATA system 
The initial tolerance assignment can be documented as an as-is report without considering 
the optimization. To further optimize the process tolerance, a manufacturing cost function 
is constructed and a genetic algorithm is utilized to minimize the manufacturing cost. 
 
4.2 Initialization of tolerance assignment based on economical tolerance IT  
Based on the operation information specified in the manufacturing plan, a tolerance 
assignment starts with considering the economic production accuracy with available 
manufacturing resources and process capability. To comply with industrial standards, the 
international tolerance (IT) grade is utilized in this research to depict the accuracy level 
of each process. In the ISO standard, the IT grades are a serial of numbers specifying the 
accuracy levels to be achieved. A particular IT number has the same relative level of 
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accuracy but the tolerance zone varies depending upon the nominal or basic size. There 
are 20 defined tolerance grade bands for each size group. Smaller grade numbers indicate 
smaller tolerance zones, or a higher accuracy level. The tolerance value for a given size 
equal to [ISO, 1988] 
 iaIT ×=          (4.1) 
where:  i – tolerance unit  
a – tolerance grade factor.  
The tolerance unit i depends only on the nominal size and the tolerance grade factor – 
only on the tolerance grade selected. The series of standard tolerances obtained in this 
way (IT) are universal and regular depending on the nominal size. Table 4.1 illustrates IT 
grades and corresponding accuracies for typical manufacturing processes. 
Table 4.1 Machining process associated with ISO tolerance grade [Dag, 2006] 
IT Grade 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Lapping                              
Honing                               
Superfinishing                               
Cylindrical grinding                               
Plan grinding, Broaching, Reaming                               
Boring, Turning                               
Milling                               
Shaping, Cold Rolling, Drawing                               
Drilling                               
Die Casting                               
Forging                               
Sand Casting Hot rolling, Flame cutting                               
 
For medium sizes, up to 500 mm, the tolerance unit is calculated (for tolerance grades 
IT5 to IT18) from the formula: 
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 DDi 001.045.0 +=         (4.2) 
Where: D is the nominal dimension in millimeters and i in micrometers. 
The nature of the formula is empiric considering that for the same manufacturing process, 
the relationship between the magnitude of manufacturing errors and the nominal size is 
approximately a parabolic function. The standard tolerances are calculated from Eq. 4.1 
by substituting a corresponding value of the tolerance grade factor a and the tolerance 
unit i. 
Different from continuous tolerance-cost function, the IT grades characterize tolerances-
cost discretely and give more realistic representation of industrial practices. It is also 
recognized that IT grades of features produced by the same type of processes vary with 
machining parameters, operators’ skills, machine and tool conditions, fixturing plan, etc. 
Generally, there is a known or estimated economic IT grade range associated with each 
type of manufacturing process. This IT grade range describes the process variability. Any 
tolerance requirement tighter than the lower limit of this range would be hard to achieve 
with the corresponding process. On the other hand, it is not cost effective to use this 
process for any tolerance requirement looser than the upper limit of the economic IT 
grade range. The process variability and design requirement can be used to determine 
process capability indices as follows. (The process capability will be used in control 
limit’s calculation of quality control planning, see Chapter 5). 
σ×
−=
6
LSLUSLCp   ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
×
−
×
−= σσ 3,3min
xLSLxUSLC pk    (4.3) 
where, USL = Upper Specification Limit  
LSL = Lower Specification Limit  
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x  = Mean value of the process variation   
σ = Standard deviation of the process variation 
The tolerance grade listed in Table 4.1 is for dimensional tolerance only. There is no 
complete database for the errors associated with geometric tolerance. For limited IT 
levels, the data is shown in Table 3.2. Based on the best practices, particularly in a 
specific company, a more comprehensive database of the economic IT grades for 
different processes with specific machine tools can be established for tolerance 
assignment. 
The need for tolerance grade to be identified on drawings is vital to allow assembly of 
parts in the desired way and interchangeability of parts as required in modern 
manufacturing methods. ISO 286 implements 20 grades of accuracy to satisfy the 
requirements of different industries. Generally, different IT tolerances are used in 
different applications and manufacturing processes according to the customer 
requirements.  For example, below is the tolerance IT ranges for different manufacturing 
processes. 
• IT01, IT0, IT1, IT2, IT3, IT4, IT5, IT6 …Production of gauges and instruments.  
• IT 5, IT6, IT7, IT8, IT9, IT10, IT11, IT12 ...Precision and general industry.  
• IT11, IT14, IT15, IT16…Semi finished products  
• IT16, IT17, IT18 …Structural Engineering 
By using the hole and shaft tolerance tables, the lower and upper limits of the process 
tolerance of a feature can be determined. For example, the tolerance area H is the most 
common value for bores. A hole has diameter of 110mm and tolerance of H11. 
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Therefore, the lower tolerance limit is 110mm+0mm= 110.000mm, and the upper 
tolerance limit is 110mm + (0+ T=0.220)=110.220mm. The resulting limits are 
110.000/110.220mm. 
For tolerance assignment purposes, we name the median level of IT grades a machining 
process can achieve as an ‘economic IT grade’ for that process. To initialize a tolerance 
assignment plan, the economic IT grade is assigned to each process. Based on the best 
manufacturing practice, the locator error is accountable for 20 percent of the tolerance 
under economic IT. With this initial tolerance assignment plan, the Monte Carlo 
simulation can be performed to verify the satisfaction of design requirements and hence 
set the starting point of optimization. 
 
4.3 Tolerance assignment based on sensitivity analysis 
If the initial assignment of economic IT grades does not meet the design requirements, 
improvement of the tolerance assignment plan is essential. Before involving complicated 
optimization algorithm, a sensitivity analysis based method can be used for the re-
assignment.  
The developed Monte Carlo simulation based tolerance stack-up module can analyze 
both tolerance stack-up in multiple production stations and the sensitivity of feature 
variation to error sources. Here the sensitivity is defined as the effect of unit change of an 
error source on feature variation, by holding other error sources unchanged. This 
information can be used to guide the tolerance assignment. When an unsatisfied tolerance 
requirement is identified in the tolerance stack-up analysis, the tolerance of the error 
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source most sensitive to the target feature is tightened first. The IT grade is lowered by 
one. Then the Monte Carlo simulation needs to be performed again to verify the revised 
tolerance assignment plan. The second most sensitive tolerance could be tightened until 
all the tolerance requirements are satisfied.  
A virtual prismatic workpiece is used to demonstrate this method. The design 
specifications are shown in Figure 3.15, with all features and control points numbered.  
The initial assigned IT grades for all processes are listed in Table 3.6, with setup planning 
information, including machine tools and fixturing schemes. It is assumed that the locator 
errors are uniform distributions in the range of ±0.02mm. All process errors follow the 
normal distribution.  
Table 4.2 Sensitivity analysis results for selected toleranced feature 
Setup 1 Setup 2 Setup 3 Setup 4    Feature              Error source  
  tolerance 
Locator 
errors P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 
T Type Datum 
8  Parallelism 11 
0.02 0.04 0.03 0 0 0.17 0.16 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.04
T: target feature; D: datum feature; P1-P10: process 1-process 10 
With given information, the stack-up module provides simulation results of all design 
requirements and indicates the unsatisfied requirements. The sensitivity analysis of 
features with design requirements has been performed. Selected results are shown in 
Table 4.2. For feature 8, the locator errors and process errors of processes 5 and 6 are also 
major contributors. This indicates that improvement of those factors can enhance the 
parallelism of feature 8 with respect to feature 11 more effectively. 
Guided by the simulation results and sensitivity analysis, the production plan has been 
revised as follows. 
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• Select fixture components with locator errors in the range of ±0.005mm. 
• Assign IT grade 6 to processes 5 and 6 in setup 2 and process 10 in setup 4. 
• Assign IT grade 5 to process 2 in setup 1. 
The simulation results show that the new plan is capable to produce finished products that 
satisfy the design tolerance requirements. This proves that the sensitivity analysis can 
assist tolerance assignment to generate a feasible assignment plan effectively.  
 
4.4 Tolerance assignment optimization based on generic algorithm 
The sensitivity analysis based assignment can generate a feasible tolerance assignment 
plan. However, it may not be optimal since the cost is not considered. In this chapter, a 
genetic algorithm is adopted to for tolerance-cost optimization.  
Suppose there are n features, q parts, and r machines involved in a production plan, the 
cost C is formulated as function of assigned tolerance IT grades ( iIT , i=1,2,…,n) and 
other known constants such as parameters of features (Fi, i=1,2,…,n), parts ( jP , 
j=1,2,…,q), machines (Mk, k=1,2,…,r), etc. The goal of tolerance assignment 
optimization is to minimize cost subject to process capability constraints and satisfaction 
of design requirements,  
Minimize ( )kjii MPFITfC ,,,= , i=1,2,…,n  j=1,2,…,q  k=1,2,…,r   (4.4) 
Subject to:  ( )[ ] ( )[ ]iii FITITFIT maxmin ≤≤ , and 
REQSIM TolTol ≤  for all design tolerances. 
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where ( )iFIT  is feasible tolerance IT for the ith feature; 
SIMTol  is the stack-up simulation results; 
REQTol  is the design tolerance requirement. 
4.4.1 Cost model 
The cost model in this study consists of machine level, part level, and feature level 
formulations. At the feature level, the cost depends on material machinability, feature 
type, size, and IT grade. With material, feature type, and size as known factors retrieved 
from design information, the IT grade is the only variable at this level. 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )iiii ITaFVFfFC ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= exp1βα   i=1,2,…,n  (4.5) 
where  C(Fi) is the manufacturing cost of the ith feature; 
 α is the material machinability factor; 
β is feature complexity factor; 
 f1(Fi) is the cost factor associated with type of the ith feature; 
 V(Fi) is the volume of material to be removed in order to produce the ith feature; 
 a is a constant determined by material type. 
The cost factors for different feature types can be estimated according to previous 
manufacturing practices or existing cost data. Table 4.3 shows some cost factor 
examples. The feature complexity factor β is introduced because the same type of 
features may result in different manufacturing cost due to different complexity. For 
example, a long narrow hole is more costly compared to a short broad hole even though 
they have the same volume of unwanted material and assigned IT grades. With this 
formulation, the manufacturing cost of any known single feature can be determined. 
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In practical terms, to examine the cost difference of machining a component from 
different materials, we can compare the machining time required to machine the same 
component made by different materials. Thus, the material machinability factor α can be 
determined. 
Table 4.3 Manufacturing cost factors for different feature type 
Feature type Cost factor Feature type Cost factor 
Flat surface 1 External thread 1.75 
Hole 1 T slot 2 
Block slot 1 Internal spline 2 
Chamfer 1 Y slot 2.25 
Radial groove 1.25 External spline 2.25 
Keyway 1.5 Internal thread 2.25 
V slot 1.5 Face groove 2.5 
 
The part level cost formulation considers feature groups rather than individual. Generally, 
a part may go through multiple setups and a single setup may machine multiple parts. 
Hence, both inter-setup and intra-setup feature relationships affect the manufacturing 
cost. IT grade relationships are also considered in the cost model at part level. For 
example, it is cost effective to have different IT grades assigned to the same type of 
feature produced by a single process. These relationships and their effects are evaluated 
by a relationship factor. Table 4.4 shows some relationship factor examples used in this 
study. After applying relationship factors to feature costs, the part level costs are 
formulated. 
( ) ( )[ ]iij cFCPC Π⋅Σ=   j=1,2,…,q     (4.6) 
where  C(Pj) is the manufacturing cost of the jth part; 
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C(Fi) is the manufacturing cost of the ith feature; 
ci represents all relationship factors applicable to the ith of the jth part. 
Table 4.4 Complexity factors for feature geometric relationship 
Feature relationship Relationship factor 
Multiple parts, part number=n fn 
Same IT 0.65-0.75 Same orientation 
Different IT 0.7-0.8 
Same IT 0.75-0.85 Different orientation (90º) 
Different IT 0.80-0.90 
Same IT 0.95-1.05 
Same feature 
Different orientation 
Different IT 1.0-1.1 
Same IT 0.75-0.85 Same orientation 
Different IT 0.8-0.9 
Same IT 0.85-0.95 Different orientation (90º) 
Different IT 0.90-1.00 
Same IT 1.05-1.15 
Same feature type, 
different size 
Different orientation 
Different IT 1.1-1.2 
Same orientation 0.75-0.85 
Intra-
setup 
Different feature 
type Different orientation 0.85-0.95 
Same feature type 0.85-0.95 Same machine 
station Different feature type 0.95-1.05 Inter-setup 
Different machine station 1.05-1.15 
 
At the machine level, the major considerations are machine type and conditions, 
represented by machine cost factor.  
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]ikikkk cFCMfMC Π⋅⋅Σ= 2  k=1,2,…,r    (4.7) 
where  C(Mk) is the manufacturing cost at the kth machine/workstation; 
f2(Mk) is the cost factor of the kth machine; 
C(Fik) is the cost to produce the ith feature on the kth machine; 
cik is the relationship factor applicable to the ith feature on the kth machine. 
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The overall cost is estimated by summation of costs at each machine. The focus of this 
modeling process is not to determine the numeric value of the cost but to provide a 
consistent measure to compare costs with different tolerance assignment plans. Hence, 
the factors that change with tolerance assignment have been simplified. 
 
4.4.2 GA technique 
Genetic algorithms have important characteristics, causing them to behave differently 
from traditional methods, and making them robust and computationally simple and 
powerful. There are five key issues affecting the construction of a genetic algorithm: 
encoding, crossover, mutation, selection, and dealing with constraints.  
The first step is to code the variable involved in the optimization. Then, crossover is 
allowed between IT grades or segments of binary string for same process in different 
genes at certain probability. Random mutation produces spontaneous random changes in 
various chromosomes by changing some binary bits from ‘0’ to ‘1’ or reversely. This 
allows the algorithm to overcome local maxima. Selection based on cost function should 
direct the search toward promising regions. The fitness for every chromosome is 
evaluated with the assumption that the lower the manufacturing cost, the higher the 
fitness. Penalty functions are applied to any infeasible assignment plans. Figure 4.2 
depicts this entire process. 
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Figure 4.2 Procedures for GA application 
 
4.4.3 Implantation and case study 
The optimal tolerance assignment problem can be generally formulated as a given 
workpiece with a series of features to be processed, and the tolerance for processing of 
each feature can be selected from a range of IT levels limited by the process capability. 
Different IT levels for a certain kind of processing method is related to a production cost 
value. Also, design tolerance requirements of workpiece need to be satisfied by the 
tolerance assignment plan, which can be found by Monte Carlo simulation in chapter 3. 
The goal is to search for the combination of the IT values for the series of processes that 
passes the design requirement and minimizes cost.  
Genetic algorithm parameters such as number of generations, number of populations in 
each generation, crossover rate, mutation rate, fitness functions, and penalty functions 
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have significant impact on its performance. Determination of those numbers could be an 
optimization problem. In this research, a set of parameters has been chosen as follows. 
Chromosome: there are 12 processes to which tolerances need to be assigned from an IT 
range of IT=5, 6, 7, 8, or 9. Then the encoding of the candidate solution for this tolerance 
assignment problem gives chromosome the form of:  
{IT(1), IT(2), IT(3), IT(4), IT(5), IT(6), IT(7), IT(8), IT(9), IT(10) , IT(11), IT(12)},  
where IT(i) ∈  {5,6,7,8,9} (i=1,2,…12) 
Because the number of possible IT levels is 5, which is not a power of 2, further 
measures have to be taken to map an encoding space with the span of power of the 2 to 5 
IT levels when encoding using binary code. 
Population and Initialization: an initial population of 50 candidate schemes is randomly 
generated in the format specified earlier. 
Evaluation: each candidate solution is evaluated by corresponding value of objective 
function, which consists of cost function and penalty function. 
penaltypfCF ×+Σ=        (4.8) 
where  ∑C is the manufacturing cost of candidate solution;  
     penalty is set at the value more than maximum possible cost, in this case, 100; 
              0,    if tolerance assignment scheme passes the design requirement, 
    pf =  
              1,    if tolerance assignment scheme fails the design requirement. 
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When a candidate assignment scheme passes, pf=0, then the objective function directly 
express the cost information, and the lower cost is preferred. When a candidate 
assignment scheme fails, pf=1. Since the penalty is a very large number, it is guaranteed 
that the value of the objective function for any failed scheme is much higher than that of 
any passed scheme, which indicates extremely bad fitness of the failed schemes. Thus, 
they will be assigned very little quota during selection operation, and hence will be 
eliminated eventually through generations. This is equivalent to the role of the design 
requirement as a constraint.  
Selection: as the first GA operator, selection actually assigns the quota, i.e. the number of 
each scheme to be included for later procedure, to each individual scheme. The quota is 
assigned based on the relativeness of all the objective function values achieved in 
evaluation step. The following equation depicts the selection operation: 
CGAMax
ThisMaxN −
−=         (4.9) 
where  N: The number of this scheme is selected for later crossover; 
Max: The maximum value of objective function achieved in current generation; 
This: The value of objective function of the scheme being evaluated; 
CGA: The average value of objective function of current generation. 
Mutation: by far, an objective function weighted new population is formed. Mutation is 
then carried out on this new population. Mutation operator randomly chooses candidates 
and then randomly chooses digits from these candidates to change to a value different 
from before. To keep the integrity of original evolution information the mutation rate is 
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usually low. It is used only as a fine tune of the algorithm. For this case, the mutation rate 
is set to 0.001. 
Crossover: given the selected and mutated population, crossover is performed. Here, two-
point crossover is used, which means when crossover occurs, the code of each of the two 
randomly chosen candidates will break at two points (the break locations are randomly 
chosen but are identical for the two candidates) so that each breaks into three pieces of 
code. The middle pieces of code are swapped between the two candidates to form a new 
pair of candidates, as shown in Figure 4.3. The same operation is implemented on a 
certain percentage of the population. This percentage is called the crossover rate.  
size Population
crossoverin  ingparticipat candidates of No.RateCrossover =   (4.10) 
For this case, the crossover rate is set to 0.6, i.e. 60% of the population participates in 
crossover. 
 
Figure 4.3 Two-point crossover 
Generation: after crossover is done, the algorithm repeats from evaluation through 
crossover again and again until told to stop or it converges. Here, the upper limit of the 
number of generations is set to 20. 
As a summary, the Table 4.5 lists the GA parameters for this case. 
Table 4.5 Selected GA parameters 
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Encoding Length 120 bit 
Population Size 50 
Maximum Number of Generation 20 
Crossover Rate 0.6 
Mutation Rate 0.001 
 
Parameters for Monte Carlo simulation in stack-up analysis module are the same as 
described in chapter 3. The same prismatic workpiece as in section 4 is employed. Table 
4.6 lists the optimal result along with the sensitivity analysis based assignment plan.  
Table 4.6 Comparison of assignment plans based on sensitivity and GA 
Setup 1 Setup 2 Setup 3 Setup 4 
Approach 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 
Sensitivity based 9 5 9 9 6 6 9 9 7 6 
GA based 9 6 9 8 7/8 6 9 9 8/9 5 
 
It can be concluded that without performing sensitivity analysis and critical process 
identification, the genetic algorithm based approach can generate more cost-saving 
tolerance assignment plans within comparable computation time.  
The lowest cost and average cost of each generation are recorded respectively along the 
axis of generation numbers (Figures 4.3, 4.4). In both plots, the cost generally decreases 
over the number of generations, which demonstrates the continuous improving effect of 
GA. The evolution pattern of the lowest cost doesn’t seem obvious, whereas that of the 
average cost appears somewhat analogous to an exponential attenuation curve. The 
former one shows the randomness of behavior of an individual candidate in GA 
operations, and the latter one also shows a tractable side of the collective behavior of the 
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candidates changing over generations. Should the population be larger, the rule of this 
collective behavior would be more discernable. The evolution pattern of collective 
behavior is relatively stable, and thus can be used to characterize and study the 
performance of the algorithm itself in future study. 
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Figure 4.4 Cost of the best gene improves with increase of generation 
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Figure 4.5 Average cost improves with increase of generation 
More detailed information regarding the evolution of IT value (average within the 
generation) of a single process can be retrieved if data is reconstructed for selected 
processes. Figure 4.6 shows that IT values of different processes tend to diffract through 
different directions over generations. Each diffraction direction roughly indicates the 
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relative influence the variation of this process has on the cost versus the design 
requirement. Ascending curves imply larger influence of the variation of this process on 
the cost than on the design requirement, and similar logic applies for the descending and 
flat curves. 
Figure 4.6 Evolution of selected process IT grades 
Figure 4.7 Evolution of selected process IT grades 
In Figure 4.7, average IT values of each process form a complete assignment plan and are 
plotted for selected generation. At generation 0, IT values for each process are randomly 
generated with no pattern. When it reaches generation 4, the GA already picked up the 
trend of evolution of each process and demonstrated an immature pattern. At generation 
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19, the overall fitness of candidates is approaching the state of saturization to provide a 
near optimal solution for tolerance assignment. 
 
4.5 Chapter summary 
Tolerance assignment is a major component of tolerance analysis and production 
planning. It is one of the most important tasks when generating a production plan from a 
product design. In this chapter, both sensitivity analysis approach and genetic algorithms 
have been investigated to assign process tolerances upon given workpiece design 
tolerances. IT grade is introduced to conform to the industrial standard. A three-level 
feature-based cost model has been developed to formulate the relationship between 
manufacturing cost and process tolerances. This study shows that both sensitivity and GA 
approaches are capable of generating a tolerance assignment plan when associated with a 
well-developed tolerance stack-up analysis module. The sensitivity analysis provides 
more information on critical processes while the GA method yields the more optimal plan 
with better cost savings. How to optimize the parameters of genetic algorithm and 
enhance its performance need to be further studied. This study is also followed by quality 
planning as the third part of the CATA system. 
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Chapter 5: Quality Control Planning in CAMP 
 
This chapter focuses on quality control planning as a necessary component of CAMP. It 
is the third part of the CATA study. The results of tolerance stack-up analysis and 
assignment are used for assisting the creation of the quality control plan. The purpose of 
quality control planning is to produce a quality control procedure which can be 
implemented in production so that any abnormal process can be identified with a 
diagnosed error source and measures can be made to control the process variation, and 
therefore, manufacturing a quality product. 
To make an appropriate quality control plan, it is important to understand the process 
variation. If parts are measured post-process instead of in-process in mass production, by 
the time a part is taken off a machine, it may be too late because the parts are either good 
or bad and the outcome cannot be changed. Many unqualified parts may have been 
produced. If the production is well designed, the defects may come from process 
variations. Therefore, once a process is firmly understood, the in-process inspection 
planning can be carried out to identify the process variation and to determine what, when, 
and how to do the inspection. The quality control planning can be extended to the 
diagnosis of the process variation through the process Failure Mode Effect Analysis 
(FMEA) and the process control action can be taken to ensure the quality of production. 
Figure 5.1 shows a four-step quality control planning procedure as part of the newly 
developed CAMP system. 
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Quality Control Planning
Process Plan
Process Variation Analysis
y Process capability and
process variation
y Error source analysis
y Reduce process variation
In-process Inspection Planning
y In-process inspection methods
y Detailed inspection plan
Process Monitor and Control
y Statistical process control
y Control chart
y Process FMEA analysis
Quality Control Plan Integration
y Process flow diagram
Quality Control Plan
 
Figure 5.1 Flow chart of the quality control planning in CAMP system 
 
5.1 Process variation analysis 
Manufacturing processes are building blocks of a production line. Most products go 
through more than one process. Process capability analysis usually focuses on the normal 
processes. However, in reality, a manufacturing process may vary and is influenced by 
many factors. Manufacturing processes are time variant random processes. Process 
variation is defined as the change of the statistical characteristics, such as the mean value 
and standard deviation in the normal distribution during the manufacturing process. This 
change may lead to an unstable manufacturing process and loss of control of production 
quality.  
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Once the process variation becomes significant, adjustment or correction measures must 
be taken to control the variation. First we have to understand: 1) what are the error 
sources causing the process variation; 2) how does each error source affect the process 
variation; 3) how to determine the significance of the factors to the variation; and 4) how 
to control the variation. 
5.1.1 Manufacturing error source analysis 
The stack-up of both inter-setup and intra-setup tolerances has been expressed as the 
overall effects of the error sources. The relationship between the process tolerance and 
each error term can be expressed in Eq. 5.1. 
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Many factors - such as cutting tools and machining conditions, motion deviation of the 
machine tool, the workpiece material variations, etc. - play important roles. However, not 
all these are variables are significant in a manufacturing process and need to be analyzed 
one by one. 
Machine tool error mainly includes the motion error of each axis and their 
combinations, which can be resulted from motion control, thermal expansion of machine 
tool components, static and dynamic deformation caused by cutting force, and 
insufficient structure stiffness. Machine tool error can usually be regarded as a 
“deterministic” or stabilized error since the machine tool performance may not change 
dramatically within a short time of manufacturing processes. It is well defined in the 
process capability model. 
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Locating error accounts for the variation between the ideal datum and the one after 
locating and clamping. It consists of locating and supporting element’s displacements in 
the machine tool and fixture and the tool-fixture alignment errors. Manufacturing 
inaccuracy can be owed only to the cutting tool deviation from its theoretical (ideal) path 
and/or the deviation of the workpiece itself due to locating and clamping. Each type of 
error does not have a separate effect of the machining accuracy; rather, all errors are 
interrelated in different levels. For example, a chuck fixture is used to hold the workpiece 
to the spindle of the machine. The relationship between locating error and its contribution 
to workpiece position/orientation can be identified through a geometric analysis, as 
shown in Figure 5.2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Chuck accuracy analysis diagram 
The chuck is an integral part of lathe functions. The misalignment of the chuck may 
directly bring the fixturing error to the turning process. In Table 5.1, the misalignment in 
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both axis and diameter directions are analyzed according to various error sources from 
workpiece, chuck, and jaws. From the misalignment results of Δx and Δz, all error sources 
may affect the production accuracy. 
Table 5.1 Locating error analysis from workpiece, jaws and chuck 
 
Tool wear error is a main factor contributing to geometrical error and thermal damage in 
machined components. Generally, the tool wear during the machining process is a 
function of time. Typical types of tool wear include flank wear and crater wear as shown 
in Figure 5.3.  
Figure 5.3 Two types of tool wear: flank wear (left) and crater wear (right) 
Crater wear occurs on the rake face of the insert and may lead to tool fracture. It may 
cause the process failure and process variation.  
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The friction when the flank face of the tool moves against the surface of the workpiece 
causes tool flank wear, which can be discussed as a function of time as shown in Figure 
5.4. Tool wear and breakage may cause process variation and may be monitored through 
cutting force signal. 
Figure 5.4 Relationship of tool wear with time 
 
5.1.2 Critical dimensions and significant factors 
In a process, the main accuracy requirements to be ensured may include several 
dimensional and other geometric specifications. Critical dimensions are the dimensions 
with tight tolerance requirements to be ensured in a process. If the observed process 
variation affects these accuracy specifications, in-process inspection becomes necessary.  
In practice, the critical dimensions usually have the tightest tolerance. For example, 
Figure 5.5 shows the design tolerance requirements of a bearing spindle. The surface C as 
well as the diameters Ø 58.850 and Ø 20.250 are the most important orientation and 
dimensional tolerances to be ensured. The critical dimension in operation 50 is identified 
as the dimension <Ø58.850+0.080> because not only is it the tightest tolerance, but also 
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all other features need to be machined relative to this surface. Also, to reduce the cycle 
time in mass production, it is desired to reduce the tool change times, i.e., operation #50 
uses one insert to cut the whole outer profile. Thus, tool wear and breakage may be 
significant. Therefore the possible process variation in operation #50 is identified 
primarily as the tool wear and breakage during the machining process. 
Figure 5.5 Tolerance specifications of a bearing spindle in OP 50 
In the chuck-workpiece system shown in Figure 5.2, the total runout or the outside 
diameters may be caused by the workpiece chuck alignment error during the workload 
(fixturing) process and may be caused by the tool wear and breakage as well. If the 
process variation is not significant, these errors are taken in the account of process 
capability. However if any abnormal condition appears, these errors may exceed the 
allowed range as specified by the tolerance. In order to ensure the quality in mass 
production, the in-process inspection may be necessary for the variables contributing to 
the accuracy of the critical dimensions.  
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5.2 In-process inspection 
In order to maintain production accuracy within tolerances, the parts may need to be 
inspected at various times during production processes. One direct purpose of in-process 
inspection is to identify possible process variation so that measures can be taken in a 
timely manner and the process is kept under control. In-process inspection planning is to 
decide in the production planning stage what to inspect, based on the process variation 
analysis, how to inspect, what the inspection results mean, and then what measures need 
to be taken. 
 
5.2.1 In-process inspection methods 
The timing of the inspection procedure in relation to the manufacturing process is an 
important consideration of in-process inspection. In industry there are three different 
methods, which are distinguished in Figure 5.6: (a) off-line inspection, (b) on-line/in-
process inspection, and (c) on-line/post-process inspection [Irianto, 1995].  
Conventionally, part verification has been performed offline, e.g., with a coordinate 
measuring machine (CMM). Moving the part offline requires additional setups and part 
handling, making it a time-consuming process. More importantly, it takes longer time to 
get feedback information on the inspection results to the production line. On-line process 
control is widely accepted as a more effective and economic quality assurance policy 
than product inspection, particularly in mass production. However, in certain situations, it 
may be infeasible to sample the process and, if required, take corrective action in an on-
line mode. The comparison of the three methods is interpreted as follows. 
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Figure 5.6 Illustration of three inspection methods 
Off-line inspection is often used in the manufacturing industry. In many cases, due to 
technological or operational constraints, it is infeasible or impractical to perform 
inspection during the production process. This may be true for the cases where the 
physical environment of the production process does not permit carrying out the 
inspection in a reliable manner or the cost of a setup adjustment in mid-batch is high, or 
the time for the inspection operation is significant when compared to the time required 
for the production process itself. In such cases, the accepted procedure is to preserve the 
production order of the units and to carry out off-line inspection after the entire batch has 
been processed. Then, by inspecting the output it is possible to identify units for which 
the process deviated from the original setup. One of the main drawbacks with off-line 
inspection is due to the fact that the units have already been produced before the 
inspection begins.  
In general, any process in which there is a significant detection time, or where the delay 
costs of a setup adjustment in mid-batch are very high, poses difficulties in the 
implementation of on-line process control. This is particularly true in production 
environments in which non-conforming items can be economically salvaged (e.g., 
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reworked or sold as seconds) rather than scrapped. In such cases, an effective approach is 
to carry out off-line inspection after preserving the processing order of the product. Then, 
by inspecting the batch it is possible to identify at which product unit, if at all, the process 
deviated from its intended setup and to act accordingly.  
Online in-process inspection and online post-process inspection 
The online in-process inspection measures components following rough machining to:  
• Ensure critical final cuts are correct.  
• Highlight errors before they become faults.  
The difference between in-process inspection and post-process inspection is that the in-
process inspection requires the measurement during the machining and it also requires the 
immediate correction simultaneously. The post-process inspection normally uses a 
different measurement device and can send feedback to the operator or machine after a 
period of delay. The online in-process inspection is most used if the process has a high 
accuracy/tolerance requirement and is more costly. The frequency of both inspections 
will depend on the value of the component and confidence in the machine's performance. 
Inspection of key features on high value components is usually essential for unmanned 
machining operations. The measured data will be processed in the control unit to 
compensate for the detected deviate. There are some common methods for the in-process 
inspection in manufacturing industry, including touch probe, in-process gauging, and 
non-conventional inspection methods. 
Inspection equipment  
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The dimension inspection may be performed offline with CMM, gages, or/and special 
inspection equipment for devices that are used mostly in the manufacturing processes.  
CMM equipment includes mechanical systems designed to move a measuring probe 
(mechanical or optical) to locate point coordinates on a workpiece surface of a 3D 
feature. CMM provides an accurate measure of complex features, but may take 
significant amount of time.  
Various gages are used in the shop floor for quick inspection, such as bore and ID gages, 
calipers, depth gages, plug/pin gages, etc. Go/No-Go gages are very popular for the loose 
tolerance inspection considering the advantage of allowing for quick summaries of 
various aspects of the quality of a product, that is, the engineer may simply classify 
products as acceptable or unacceptable, based on various quality criteria. 
On-machine inspection using probing technology is gaining popularity together with the 
use of standard CNC machines, because it delivers shorter cycle time, and increases 
quality and productivity. In-process gauging is gaining wider acceptance. It involves 
automation of in-process sensing and signal processing, which may be highly time 
efficient, accurate, and reliable. The machine tool itself has been proven to be a practical 
measuring instrument [Aronson, 1995]. In fact, standards have been developed to 
evaluate the performance of machine tools as measuring machines [ANSI/ASME, 1993], 
[ANSI/ASME, 2000]. The embedded sensing is the trend of future on-machine 
inspection. 
Another type of advanced inspection equipment used frequently in the industry is in-
process on-line automatic inspection system. In this independent system, a conveyor belt 
transports parts to various stages of the fabrication process, then to the inspection station, 
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and finally to a packaging station. The inspection station can be located anywhere along 
the manufacturing line without impeding the production cycle. Inspection can be 
performed either on a sampling basis or for 100% of the parts depending on quality 
control requirements. 
 
5.2.2 In-process inspection planning 
In-process inspection planning involves three aspects of decision making: 1) which 
feature needs to be inspected, 2) what sampling method is used, and 3) how to conduct 
the in-process inspection.  
The critical dimensions identified from the design requirements and the process plan 
specifications are first considered for in-process inspection. The necessity of in-process 
inspection is examined through process variation analysis. Although some reasoning can 
be carried out, the best practice knowledge plays an import role on the decision of in-
process inspection. 
For example, part setup on CNC machines can be time consuming and error-prone. One 
operator may set up a part differently from another. Use of an inspection probe on the 
CNC machine may save the time required to reload the part onto a separate inspection 
station. In the spindle machining case, the critical dimension in operation 50 is identified 
as the dimension <Ø58.850+0.080>. With manual setup techniques, finding and zeroing 
the machine to this surface may be difficult and lead to repeatability errors from operator 
to operator. With an electronic touch probe and the appropriate program, the surface can 
be inspected and its location precisely determined within the working envelope of the 
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CNC machine. In other cases, the location of the surface can be used to determine how 
much the compensation needs to be made along the X, Y, and Z axes of the machine in 
the CNC program.  
One hundred percent inspection is a way to ensure the production quality, particularly to 
reduce the time and material costs of high-value scrap by catching and eliminating 
defects before more value is added down the line. It may be applied only to the 
extraordinary tight tolerance requirements because it is too expensive to be used in most 
cases. Decision on using the 100% inspection or the sampling inspection depends on two 
factors: the importance of the critical dimensions measured by the acceptable quality 
level (AQL), and the confidence level of the processes. 
In sampling inspection, the sampling size “n” can be expressed in Eq. 5-2. 
n = f (risks, process variation, δ)      (5-2) 
where  Risk - failing to detect an important shift (β risk) or incorrectly defining a shift as  
                     significant (α risk)  
δ - Process shift from the historical average that is important to detect 
A sampling plan is defined by the pair of numbers (n,c), where n is the sample size and c 
is the acceptance criteria. The lot is rejected if there are more than c defectives in the 
sample; otherwise the lot is accepted. There are two common methods used to define 
(n,c):  
1) Use tables (such as MIL STD 105D) that focus on either the AQL (Acceptable 
Quality Level) or the LTPD (Lot Tolerance Percent Defective) desired. 
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2) Operating Characteristic (OC) curve and solve for the (n,c) that uniquely 
determines an OC curve going through these points.  
Table 5.2 Various conditions causing the change of sample size n 
n increase when n decrease when 
• less risk is allowed 
• larger variation in data 
• need to detect a small shift 
• more risk is allowed 
• less variation in data 
• only flagged for large shifts in process 
 
When and where to conduct the in-process inspection 
In-process inspection planning is an activity that generates specific instructions to inspect 
manufactured parts based on the product design. Properly developed inspection plans will 
ensure consistency of measurement results. In this research the inspection planning 
consists of two stages: global inspection planning and local inspection planning stages.  
Global inspection planning is performed to determine the optimum inspection sequence 
of the features. First, the geometrical precedence of the features is determined by 
analyzing their nested relations, and then the features are grouped according to the 
extracted characteristics. Next, the inspection sequence of the feature groups is 
determined, and then the sequence of the features in each group is determined for 
inspection. The planning procedure is represented as a series of the heuristic rules 
developed. The application of the rules results in the inspection sequence of the features 
of a workpiece. 
Local inspection planning is performed for each feature of a part in this stage. After the 
global inspection planning is finished and the inspection sequence of the features of a part 
is determined, each feature is decomposed into its constituent geometric elements such as 
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plane, circle, etc. Then, the tasks of this local inspection planning are the determination 
of: the suitable number of measuring points, their locations, and the optimum probing 
paths to minimize measuring errors and times. 
 
5.3 Statistical process control 
Once the in-process inspection decision is made in quality control planning, the next step 
is the way to monitor and control the process variation according to the inspection data, 
where the control limits of the process needs to be determined. When an in-process 
inspection is implemented, statistical data is obtained from the process. The statistical 
process control (SPC) is a method used to optimize the production process with real-time 
defect identification and documentation. Corrective actions and other control activities 
can be triggered through a control chart analysis. Finally, the process FMEA tables 
introduced in section 5.4 will be used as references for error diagnosis. Figure 5.7 
illustrates the relationship between inspection and monitoring/control. 
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Figure 5.7 Process monitoring and control flow chart 
SPC provides a way to monitor a manufacturing process. It uses control charts to 
distinguish between factors influencing production that are coincidental or systematic. 
Such an allocation helps in determining whether the production problem can be solved on 
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the spot or whether management measures are needed for process optimization. SPC uses 
statistics to achieve and maintain control of a process and reduce production variation 
within a repetitive manufacturing process. The general procedures of SPC are 
• Take periodic samples from process 
• Plot sample points on control chart 
• Determine if process is within limits 
• Prevent quality problems 
A primary SPC tool is the control chart, which is a graphical representation of certain 
descriptive statistics for specific quantitative measurements of the manufacturing process. 
These descriptive statistics are displayed in the control chart in comparison to their “in-
control” sampling distributions. The comparison detects any unusual variation in the 
manufacturing process, which could indicate a problem with the process. Control charts 
are also used with product measurements to analyze process capability and for continuous 
process improvement efforts. In quality control planning, the primary task is to determine 
the control limits of the control chart. 
There are several types of control charts, where the sample mean (X-bar) and range (R) 
charts are commonly constructed to detect when a process is going out of "economic 
control”. In both charts, the horizontal axis represents the different samples while the 
vertical axis for the X-bar chart represents the means for the characteristic of interest and 
the vertical axis for the R chart represents the variation ranges. For example, suppose a 
dimension needs to be controlled. The center line in the X-bar chart would represent the 
desired nominal dimension (e.g., diameter in millimeters), while the center line in the R 
chart would represent the acceptable (within-specification) range of the dimension within 
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samples. Thus, the latter is a chart of the variability of the process (the larger the 
variability, the larger the range). In addition to the center line, a typical chart includes two 
additional horizontal lines to represent the upper and lower control limits. Typically, the 
individual points on the chart, representing the samples, are connected by a line. If this 
line moves outside the upper or lower control limits or exhibits systematic patterns across 
consecutive samples, then a quality problem may potentially exist. 
The control limits are determined in quality planning. Under the assumption that the 
mean (and variance) of the process does not change, the successive sample means are 
distributed normally around the actual mean. For variable control charts, it is often 
desired to include process capability indices in the summary graph. In short, process 
capability indices express (as a ratio) the proportion of parts or items produced by the 
current process that fall within user-specified limits (e.g., engineering tolerances). For 
example, the so-called Cp index is computed in Eq. 5.3 
 Cp = (UCL-LCL)/(6×sigma)       (5.3) 
where sigma is the estimated process standard deviation, and UCL and LCL are the upper 
and lower control (engineering) limits, respectively. If the distribution of the respective 
quality characteristic or variable (e.g., size of spindle) is normal, and the process is 
perfectly centered, then this index can be interpreted as the proportion of the range of the 
standard normal curve (the process width) that falls within the engineering specification 
limits. If the process is not centered, an adjusted index Cpk is used instead. For a 
"capable" process, the Cp index should be greater than 1, that is, the specification limits 
would be larger than 6 times the sigma limits, so that over 99% of all items or parts 
produced would be expected to fall inside the acceptable engineering specifications. 
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When Cp =1.33, approximately 0.0064% of the parts are outside the specification limits. 
We say this is about 64 parts per million (ppm) nonconforming. In this case, we would be 
looking at normal curve areas beyond 1.33 × 3σ = 4σ from the center. When Cp =1.67, 
approximately 0.000057% of the parts are outside the specification limits. We say this is 
about 0.6 parts per million (ppm) nonconforming. In this case, we would be looking at 
normal curve areas beyond 1.67 × 3σ = 5σ from the center of the normal distribution. 
The general principle for establishing control limits just described applies to all control 
charts. After deciding on the characteristic to be controlled (e.g., the standard deviation) 
and the process capability index, the expected variability of the respective characteristic 
is estimated in samples of the size. Those estimates are then used to establish the control 
limits. After the control limits have been set, continue to plot the points on the graph, as a 
function of time. When a point exceeds the control limits (Figure 5.8), it indicates that the 
process is out of control, and action should be taken. 
 
Figure 5.8 Sample control chart 
X-Bar chart example 
The production manager wants to monitor the mean outer diameter of spindle stem side 
(58.850±0.080) on the line. The target value of the outer diameter is 58.850 mm. It is also 
known that an estimate of the dimension standard deviation for the lathe is 0.250 mm. 
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Daily samples of 10 spindles are taken, during a stable period of the process. For each 
sample, the outer diameters of stem side are recorded, and their mean/average is 
computed. The sample means are estimates of the process mean and the X-bar chart is 
constructed by the following procedure. 
1) The monitored parameter is the process mean.  
2) The center line in this case will be equal to 58.850 mm (the target).  
3) The points on the plot will be the sample means (where each sample consists of 
10 measurements).  
4) The control limits are given by 58.850 ± 3 × 0.250 / root (10) 
In practice, there are different methods for calculating control limits. Some methods are 
better than others in certain situations. The three most-used methods are: 
• Moving range method 
• Standard deviation method 
• Shewhart method 
All these methods use “μ±3σ” as the basis for computing the control limits – their 
difference lies in how σ is estimated. 
Table 5.3 Summary of the methods for control limit calculation 
Limit calculation method Chart Type 
Sigma Moving range Shewhart 
Individual Special case Advised N/A 
X-bar, Lot mean Special case Advised Never Use 
S or R, within lot Avoid Advised Not used 
P N/A Advised for low volume manufacturing 
Advised for high volume 
manufacturing 
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Table 5.3 summarizes the three methods for calculating the control limit. Some 
explanation is listed below: 
z The Individuals Chart is used to monitor a single measured observation per group or 
lot over time. The Moving Range Method should be used to calculate the control 
limits. 
z The X-Bar chart is used to track the average of multiple observations per group or 
lot. This allows us to monitor the lot-to-lot variation over time. The Moving Range 
Method should also be used to calculate the control limits. 
z The R and S Charts are control charts used to monitor the within-lot variation over 
time. The S Chart should be used unless creating the control chart by hand. The 
Moving Range Method should be used to calculate the control limits over time.   
z The P Chart is used to monitor binomial (pass/fail) data over time. The proportions 
are plotted for each group or lot. Use the Shewhart Method when lot sizes are small 
and/or when yields are very high. Use the Moving Range Method when lot sizes are 
large and during high volume manufacturing. 
 
5.4 FMEA approach in quality control planning 
SPC is used to monitor the consistency of processes.  It aims to get and keep processes 
under control. The use of a control chart detects any unusual variation in the 
manufacturing process. Once an abnormal process is identified, the cause needs to be 
diagnosed so that measures can be taken to correct the problem. In this section, an 
effective tool, process failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA), is utilized as a method 
to diagnose and control the process variation.  
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1) Process FMEA contents: In general, process FMEA requires the identification of the 
basic information, such as process, function, failure, effect of failure, cause of failure, 
current control, recommended action, and other relevant details. Most analysis of this 
type also includes some methods to assess the risk associated with the identified issues 
and to prioritize corrective actions. Four common methods include: 
z Severity number (S) - Evaluating how bad are the consequences if the failure mode 
occurs. 
z Occurrence number (O) - Evaluating how likely is the cause of the failure mode to 
occur. 
z Detection number (D) - Rating the likelihood that the problem will be detected 
before it reaches the user/customer. 
z Risk priority numbers (RPNs) - The combined weighting of severity, occurrence, and 
detection numbers, e.g., RPN = (S) × (O) × (D). 
Table 5.4 Sample process FMEA table for wheel spindle 
 
Table 5.4 shows part of the process FMEA table for operation 220 (Grinding) of the 
wheel spindle. The Process Function is a simple description of the process or operation 
being analyzed (e.g., turning, drilling, tapping, welding) or the characteristics being 
processed (e.g., seal diameter, pilot side, surface finish). Potential Failure Mode is 
defined as the manner in which the process could potentially fail to meet the process 
The following Sequence and Part Numbers apply to this PFMEA
PROCESS C Potenial O D
FUNCTION Potential Potential S l Cause(s)/ c Current e R. Responsibility
(Characteristic) Failure Effect(s) of e a Mechanism(s) c Process t P. Recommended & Target Action Taken S O D R.
Mode Failure v s of Failure u Controls e N. Action(s) Completion Date e c e P.
REQUIREMENTS s r c v c t N.
#4) Pilot Side 
Flg. -A- to 
Keeper Groove 
Loc. -J- or -N-
Over Scrap in 
process (6) 
before assy
6 Workhead off 
location
3 Hand gage 
check.
5 ## Adjust 
location
For Trouble 
Shooting Only
NR NR NR NR NR
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requirements and/or design intent. Under, over, and over max are examples we can use. 
This input is either from the process variation analysis or from the production line. 
Potential Effects of Failure are defined as the effects of the failure mode on the next 
operation, subsequent operations, or the overall quality. Potential Cause of Failure is 
defined as how the failure could occur, described in terms of something that can be 
corrected or can be controlled. This input used the results of the process variation 
analysis to track the cause of process variation or process failure. Current Process 
Controls are descriptions of the controls that either prevent to the extent possible the 
failure mode from occurring, or detect the failure mode should it occur. These controls 
can be process controls such as fixture error-proofing or SPC, or can be post-process 
evaluation. When the failure modes have been rank ordered by RPN, corrective action 
should be first directed at the highest ranked concerns and critical items. 
2) Basic analysis procedure: Complexity and the number of steps involved in 
performing process FMEA are directly related to the type and level of process FMEA 
being performed. However, the process FMEAs consist of similar discrete steps. 
• Group a multi-discipline team together who are familiar with the process. 
• Identify the items or processes to be analyzed. For example, the part, the feature, the 
machining process or fixturing process. 
• Identify the functions, failures, effects, causes and controls for each item or process to 
be analyzed. For example, the process function is identified as the distance between 
flange surface to the locating surface, the failure is identified as the process variation 
over the upper limit, one potential effect of failure is that it can cause scrap before the 
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final assembling, the cause is workhead off the location, and the current process 
control is to hand check the gage.  
• Evaluate the risk associated with the issues identified by the analysis. For example, 
the above failure mode is considered high severity. 
• Prioritize and assign corrective actions. A qualitative risk category is then assigned to 
each failure cause according to the guidelines. This qualitative ranking is determined 
by considering both the severity and frequency of occurrence. 
• Perform corrective actions and re-evaluate risk.  
• Distribute, review and update the analysis, as appropriate. 
One of the most important factors for the successful implementation of a process FMEA 
program is timeliness. It is meant to be a “before-the-event” action, not an “after-the-
fact” exercise. To achieve the greatest value, the process FMEA must be done before a 
process failure mode has been incorporated into a process. Up front time spent properly 
completing an FMEA, when product/process changes can be most easily and 
inexpensively implemented, will minimize late change crises. Therefore the 
implementation of process FMEA is included in the quality control planning. 
 
5.5 Quality control plan integration 
The task of process planning is to create a plan to manufacture a set of parts. Normally it 
includes: (1) grouping features into setups, (2) selecting locating datums for the setups, 
(3) sequencing the setups, and (4) selecting the proper process and manufacturing 
resources, such as machine, fixture, tooling, etc. In the manufacturing industry, quality 
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control has traditionally been concerned with detecting poor quality in manufactured 
products and taking corrective action to eliminate it. Operationally, QC has often been 
limited to inspection of the product and its components and deciding whether the 
measured or gauged dimensions and other features conformed to design specifications. 
As a result, the quality control planning is always separated from the process planning. 
There is a missing link between the two tasks. 
Figure 5.9 Process flow diagram of spindle part 
With the popularity of the new production type, mass customization, the manufacturing 
system requires more flexibility and quickness to generate the process plan as well as the 
quality control plan. It brings the demand for the quality control planning integration. 
From Section 5.1 to Section 5.3 three aspects of the QC integration are studied. First, the 
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process variation is analyzed in terms of the machining errors. After that the rules are 
generated to apply in-process inspection processes to the production plan. Also the 
process monitoring and controlling is discussed by various approaches, such as SPC, 
control chart and process FMEA. These studies contribute to the quality control planning. 
However, a tool integrating the QC planning results with the process plan is still needed. 
A Process Flow Diagram (PFD) is utilized in this section. 
A PFD shows relationships between major components of a manufacturing system. More 
generically, a PFD can be used to depict the movement and process steps of parts, 
manufacturing resources, people, operations, etc. through a system. In this dissertation, 
the basic concept is a means of showing what goes in (to a part or production plan) and 
what processes occur (process type and the control method). Figure 5.9 is the process 
flow diagram of the spindle part. 
Some interpretations of the PFD are listed as follows.  
• The Operation-Sequence Number and Operation Description should correlate 
with the process plan. 
• Process flow steps might not be exactly the same as the process plan. It only lists 
the primary processes in the production plan. 
• In Symbol Instruction area, we use different symbols to represent different process 
types, such as fabrication, movement, store/get, inspection, etc.  
• Inspect in the Symbol Instruction area represents any process step that evaluates 
the product for conformance to specifications. For example, it might be visual 
inspection, functional testing, or automatic gauging, etc. The inspections can be 
classified by: 
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o A = Automatic, or machine inspected (i.e. leak tester) 
o M = Manually inspected by the operator (i.e. hand gage) 
o V = Visually inspected by the operator 
o Q = Quality audit, control plan check 
• KPC or QCI reference and number that corresponds to the print. (i.e., KPC 1, QCI 
2, etc.) 
• Significant Product Characteristics column identifies the desired product 
characteristics produced by the process steps. 
• Significant Process Characteristics column contains process characteristics that 
require control to ensure the product characteristic(s) meet the specification. 
Obviously, the content of PFD is based on the process planning and the analyzing results 
of the quality control planning.  In the above PFD format, Significant Product 
Characteristics and Significant Process Characteristics are determined by the process 
variation analysis and process FMEA analysis. It tells what the most critical feature is 
and what the significant factors are. The Symbol Instruction graphically illustrates the 
process of each primary step in the process plan. The Inspection action is placed between 
two processes. This in-process inspection is related to the process variation, the tolerance 
specification, and the SPC analysis. The automotive inspection is usually placed after the 
sensitive processes, such as finish turning, grinding, which contains the critical features. 
Therefore, the process flow diagram is an effective tool used to integrate the quality 
control plan with the production plan.  
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5.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter concentrates exclusively on quality control planning. To create the proper 
quality control plan, it is important to understand the process variation. This research 
studied the process capability as the measure of the process variation. Also, a fuzzy 
model has been proposed to convert the multi-objective programming formulation into a 
single objective formulation, which optimizes the process capability index in a very 
straightforward and easy manner. Therefore, once process variation is firmly understood, 
the in-process inspection plan is generated to determine what, when, and how to inspect 
the process parameters. Furthermore, the process data will be monitored and analyzed by 
SPC method. A control chart is the mostly used quality improvement tool in determining 
the tolerance upper and lower limits. Process FMEA is generated for error diagnoses and 
process control. Finally, the process flow diagram is proposed as the integrating tool 
because it contains the information of QC plan and process plan and it is based on 
analyzing the result of both tasks. These four steps are proposed to resolve the quality 
control problem in manufacturing planning system. 
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Chapter 6: System Implementation 
 
In this chapter, a framework of the Computer-Aided Manufacturing Planning system for 
Rotational parts (CAMP-R) is introduced. The CAMP-R is a comprehensive system with 
a feature based information model, XML (eXtensible Markup Language) based BOP 
architecture to organize and store the best-practice knowledge in the industry, an 
automated setup planning strategy for generating practical setup plans including 
simulation-based tolerance stackup analysis, cutter planning and chuck selection. The in-
process model generation algorithm is presented to support the geometric reasoning 
process in CAMP-R as the consequence of the manufacturing planning and 
manufacturing resource constraints. Finally the quality control plan is generated based on 
the process plan and tolerance analyzing results. 
 
6.1 Framework of CAMP-R 
Figure 6.1 shows the framework of CAMP-R system. First, the part geometric 
information is extracted from CAD models directly. The non-geometric properties, such 
as part family, material, left/right part property, may be either read in from a file 
associated with the CAD model or input by user. Manufacturing features are defined by 
predefined curve chains, which are linked to the feature manufacturing methods in an 
available machining database, and based on the best practice knowledge of a specific part 
family. In the process planning stage, manufacturing features are divided into functional 
groups and datum. Machining surfaces are determined by considering the manufacturing 
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resource capability. The orientation of the cutter and the cutting parameters are decided 
after the cut planning. Also, the process details and the in-process models are generated 
consequently according to the tolerance analysis as well as the manufacturing resource 
capability analysis. The next step is post-processing. It includes the tool path generation 
and simulation, cycle time calculation, and the final manufacturing document generation. 
The last step is the quality control planning, which is the unique part of the planning 
system. The results of the quality control planning include the PFMEA form, process 
flow diagram and quality control plan. 
The best practice knowledge (BOP) extracted from existing cases is presented in two 
levels: feature and setup levels, which includes optimal solutions of general steps of 
manufacturing processes proven in long time manufacturing practice of the family of 
parts and may vary from company to company. The task of CAMP-R is to utilize the 
BOPs for designing the processes for a specific new part in the family with available 
manufacturing resource to achieve the best solution with validation through simulation. 
Meanwhile, the system will help determine the economical process tolerances and 
generate the quality control plan. 
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Figure 6.1 Framework of CAMP-R 
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6.2 The feature-based part information modeling 
In the CAMP-R system, part information is composed of features and the relationships 
between features. Unlike the feature definition for non-rotational parts, the rotational 
parts generally contain 2.5D features, such as outside diameter, inside diameter, groove, 
thread, face, cutoff, etc., because not only the geometric symmetry, but also the 
documentation custom in workshop. Each feature is represented by a curve chain and the 
number of curves in a feature may be different because of the complexity of the part 
profile. To solve the uncertainty geometry problem, the feature definition uses flexible 
curve chain structure that consists of a main curve, and several auxiliary curves. Figure 
6.2 shows the feature chain in a wheel spindle part where 22 curve elements are presented 
and can be grouped into 11 features.  
F4: Pilot_Flange_Surface
F2: Pilot_Surface
F3: Pilot_OD
F1: Pilot_ID
F6: Stem_Flange_Surface
F5: Flange_OD
F7: Seal_Diameter 
F8: Ball_Race_Diameter
F10: Press_On_Diameter
F9: Shoulder
F11: Bore_ID
12
3
4 5
6
7
8 9 10
11
12
13
14
15
16 17 18 19
2021
22
 
Figure 6.2 Feature and curve chain of the spindle part 
Lines, circles and arcs can typically represent the shape of a rotational part and can be 
identified from the CAD model directly. A particular feature or a curve chain can be 
machined in one or more manufacturing processes. According to the successful practice 
of part family and available manufacturing resources, each feature corresponds to a 
sequence of pre-defined manufacturing processes. Generally, these manufacturing 
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processes are the proven knowledge for that specific part family and it will help the 
process planner reduce the planning time significantly. On the other hand, the user still 
has the ability to assign the manufacturing processes to the new feature or additional 
curve of the pre-defined feature. 
Figure 6.3 shows the information structure of manufacturing features applied in the 
research.  Curves are considered as the atomic primary features and are represented by 
operational data sets. Then an object oriented programming technique can be applied for 
necessary reasoning.  The main curves are the curves that determine the feature type, 
machining method, primary parameters, position, and orientation. Auxiliary curves are 
those curves attached to main curves.  
Manufacturing
Feature
Feature ID
Feature Type
Curve Chain
Feature
Orientation
Main Curve
Auxiliary
Curves
Curve ID
Curve Type
Parameters
Datum
Feature?
Tolerance
Machining
Method
Curve ID
Curve Type
Parameters
Tolerance
Machining
Method
Position to main
curve  
Figure 6.3 Manufacturing feature data structure for rotational parts 
Typically the manufacturing feature types are associated with a sort of manufacturing 
methods. For example, the feature Pilot_ID (F4) of the spindle part is composed of 
several curves (3 curves for F4) as shown in Figure 6.4. The main curve is line type (C7) 
and auxiliary curves are arc type (C6 and C8). The curve parameters are directly 
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extracted from the part CAD model which projects to the X-Z plane. The relationship 
between the curve and its machining method is built in the database, e.g., the three curves 
all have two machining processes, rough bore and finish bore. The feature-level processes 
will be grouped into setup planning steps. Also the curve parameters are linked to the 
cutter tool path.  
Figure 6.4 Feature geometry and tolerance specification 
Figure 6.5 Manufacturing feature definition interface 
Manufacturing Feature
Feature name: Pilot_ID
Feature type: Inside diameter
Orientation: X axis
Datum or not: No
Number of curves: 3
Main curve
Curve name: C0
Curve type: Line
Start Point [10.25, 21.63, 0.00]
End Point [5.37, 22.30, 0.00]
Tolerance: Dimension ±0.01
Machining Method: Rough
bore + Finish bore
Auxilary curve 1
Curve name: C1
Curve type: arc
Start Angle [0.00] End Angle
[1.43] Radius [3.00] Center
[9.85, 18.66, 0.00]
Tolerance: N/A
Machining Method: Rough
bore + Finish bore
Auxilary curve 2
Curve name: C2
Curve type: arc
Start Point [12.84, 12.64, 0.00]
End Point [12.85, 18.66, 0.00]
Tolerance: Flatness ±0.008
Machining Method: Rough
bore + Finish bore
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For each manufacturing feature, the user needs to input three types of information as 
shown in Figure 6.5: geometry/tolerance, manufacturing method, and cutter plan. Notice 
the tolerance data is defined with each curve. 14 geometric and dimensional tolerances 
are included in the interactive diagram. 
 
6.3 BOP representation 
It is desired to make use more intelligent from both the existing products and processes, 
which are proven optimal under a certain condition so that engineers can apply this 
knowledge to achieve a higher level of accuracy and efficiency. Many companies have 
accumulated a variety of best practice knowledge (BOP) after years of practices and 
production. The reuse of planning methodologies and BOP will greatly reduce engineer’s 
workload and increase their planning efficiency. To capture the knowledge and reuse 
them, this research organizes the BOP into two levels: feature level and setup level, as 
shown in Figure 6.6. Feature level BOP depicts the part properties and feature 
information of the part family. Setup level BOP records the setup related information, 
such as number of setup, process sequence, datum surface and machining surfaces, etc.  
Part Setup Plan
Material
Finish Part Curve Chain
Blank Part Curve Chain
Tolerance Requirements
Feature Tree
F1 P1: T1
P3: T2
F2 P1: T3
F3 P1: T4
F4 P1: T1
Setup 1
Part Family
Machine Tool
Chuck
Datum
T1 F1: P1
F4: P1
T3 F2: P1
T4 F3: P1
Setup 2
Process 1
C1,C2(a)
C3(m)
 
Figure 6.6 Data structure of feature/setup level BOP 
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To explicitly represent the BOP data structure, XML format is utilized in the system. 
Figure 6.7 illustrates the structure of a part family’s BOP. 
Part Family
Part Family Schema 
List
Setup Process Relation
FeatureType-Process 
Relationship
Part Setup
MFG Feature Mfg Curve
MFG Feature Type
Material
Process Tool path
Cutter
Cutting Parameters
Process TypeChuckMachine Tool
Mfg Curve Type
Curve Tol Relationship
Tolerance
Tolerance Type
 
Figure 6.7 XML structure of part family BOP 
Compared with other data formats, the XML has the advantages of extensible, readable 
and cross-platform. XML is a cross-platform and allows users to define their own tags 
and his own information structure.  
 
6.4 Automated setup planning 
Manufacturing rules and knowledge are extracted from BOP and can be applied in the 
automated reasoning for the determination of feature manufacturing strategy, setup 
design, and manufacturing plan generation. The flowchart of the setup planning in 
CAMP-R is illustrated in Figure 6.8. Comparing the part’s feature list and machining 
methods with the existing process plan in the BOP library, the system is able to 
automatically determine the number of setups, processes, and sequences. All other setup 
properties for each setup, such as locating/clamping surfaces, machines, chucks, etc., will 
be determined by each user with the help of system. 
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BOP Library
Has similar setup plan?
Automated Manufacturing
Planning
Create a new setup plan
Modify the plan
End
Start
(Part Info)
N
Y
- Number of setup
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- Machining surface
- Processes and sequence
- Machine
- Chuck selection
- Cutter Planning
Setup Properites
Validation
 
Figure 6.8 Flowchart of setup planning 
To reduce the planner’s burden, some automatic planning methods and checking 
functions are utilized in CAMP-R, for example, the automatic sequencing options (Figure 
6.9). 
• Break all combined process: A process may be used to machine several curves 
defined by the database. The user can break the built-in relationship and 
schedule the curves in different processes. 
• Minimize tool change: use the minimum tools in the setups. 
• Do finish cut last: Always put finish cut behind other processes. 
• Minimize the setups: machine more features in a setup. 
After generating the manufacturing plan, the system is able to provide the checking 
functions to validate the plan. Checking functions will ensure the initial plan not violate 
the general manufacturing constraints. The checking functions are listed as follows,  
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• Tool accessibility checking. The tool approaching direction is always opposite 
to the locating surface. It will be easy to cause the collision if the tool 
approaching direction is the same as the locating direction.  
• Tool geometry checking. The size of the machining feature varies in a big 
range. The system can compare the geometry of selected tools with features to 
ensure the cutter fits the feature size. 
• Machine tool capability checking. Mapping of manufacturing resources to 
features yields shape, dimension & precision, and position & orientation 
capabilities. This checking function will ensure the feature is machined by the 
selected machine tool. 
The utilization of the automated setup planning and the checking functions can 
significantly reduce the workload of engineers as well as improve the quality of the 
planning work. By applying different rules or methods in the setup planning, the user can 
achieve the optimal plan with less effort. 
Before After
 
Figure 6.9 Automatic sequencing options in CAMP-R 
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To further explain the concept of the automated process planning method in CAPM-R 
system, wheel spindle is used as an example because it is a typical mass customization 
part. The wheel spindle belongs to the spindle part family. Various vehicles have 
different spindle for its chassis and brake system. Although spindles might vary in shape 
and size, they have the similar features and similar production routines. To support the 
mass customization of the spindle production, the CAMP-R system extracts the proven 
best-of-practices and knowledge from spindle manufacturer and stores them in the 
database. Figure 6.10 shows the feature and surface list along with the workpiece 
coordinate systems.  
Figure 6.10 Table of feature level BOP data 
A default feature list of spindle can be retrieved from database. Each feature node has a 
status icon. The green icon stands for a defined feature, the pink icon stands for an under-
defined feature, and the grey icon stands for an undefined feature. Each feature is 
associated with one or more surfaces as well as the machining method. This part of the 
information is stored as the feature level BOP in the relational database. 
Blank Part Geometry BlankPart.xmlFeatureID Feature Name
Feature
Type I D Locating Position Shape Geometry Type Datum Value
Finish Part Geometry FinishPart.xml 1 Pilot_ID 3 (0,10.28)(5.14,40.80) D1=10,D2=20 ? Rough  Cut(Cutter 1)
? Semi- finish Cut ? Finish Cut Dimension ±0.50
Material SAE 1053 2 Pilot_Surface 7 (2.33,23.0)(23.34,39.12) A=45°,D=10,L=2 ? Rough  Cut(Cutter 2)
? Semi- finish Cut ? Finish Cut Dimension ±0.10
Part Family Type Spindle, drive 3 Pilot_OD 2 (10.00,12.25)(13.9,12.3) D=20,L=18.00 ? Rough  Cut(Cutter 2)
? Semi- finish Cut ? Finish Cut
(Cutter 3) Dimension ±0.025
Default Surface Finish8 4 Pilot_Flange_Surfac
e
7 (0,10.28)(5.14,40.80) D=20,L=15.24 ? Rough  Cut(Cutter 2)
? Semi- finish Cut ? Finish Cut
(Cutter 4) Dimension ±0.10
5 Flange_OD 2 (2.33,23.0)(23.34,39.12) D=31,L=12.00 ? Rough  Cut(Cutter 5)
? Semi- finish Cut
(Cutter 4)
? Finish Cut Dimension ±0.50
Total Runout B-C
6 Stem_Flange_Surfac
e
7 (10.00,12.25)(13.9,12.3) D1=10,D2=20 ? Rough  Cut(Cutter 5)
? Semi- finish Cut ? Finish Cut Dimension ±0.10
7 Seal_Diameter 2 (0,10.28)(5.14,40.80) A=45°,D=10,L=2 ? Rough  Cut(Cutter 5)
? Semi- finish Cut
(Cutter 6)
? Finish Cut Dimension ±0.08
8 Ball_Race_Diameter 2 (2.33,23.0)(23.34,39.12) D=20,L=18.00 ? Rough  Cut(Cutter 5)
? Semi- finish Cut ? Finish Cut
(Cutter 7) Dimension ±0.10
9 Shoulder 7 (10.00,12.25)(13.9,12.3) D=20,L=15.24 ? Rough  Cut(Cutter 5)
? Semi- finish Cut
(Cutter 6)
? Finish Cut Dimension ±0.10
10 Press_On_Diameter 2 (0,10.28)(5.14,40.80) D=31,L=12.00 ? Rough  Cut(Cutter 5)
? Semi- finish Cut
(Cutter 8)
? Finish Cut Dimension ±0.0065
11 Bore_ID 3 (2.33,23.0)(23.34,39.12) D1=10,D2=20 ? Rough  Cut ? Semi- finish Cut(Cutter 9)
? Finish Cut Dimension ±0.10
12 Datum Plane B 12 (0.0,0.0) D=20,L=15.24
13 Datum Plane C 12 (0,12.0) D=31,L=12.00
Machining methods <= Feature type
General Info Tolerance Input
Set Default
Feature Definition Machining Method
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The manufacturing plan for this bearing spindle consists of four setups as shown in 
Figure 6.11. Again, each user can easily retrieve and edit the setup and process 
information from the database. This part of the information is stored as the setup level 
BOP in the relational database. In the setup planning stage, CAMP-R system will help 
users perform the machine selection, chuck selection, process sequence adjustment, cutter 
planning, tolerance stack-up analysis, and validation.  
Figure 6.11 Table of setup level BOP 
 
6.5 Cutter planning and chuck selection 
In CAMP-R, there are three steps for cutter planning: cutter selection, cutter location, and 
local tool path simulation. The cutter selection is first conducted based on the process 
plan information of the initial setup plan. The geometry and material of the insert (cutter) 
Name Feature Group Tolerance Tool Process Type Cutting Speed Feedrate Depth of Cut
F2:P1 1100RPM 0.2mm/r 1.15
F3:P1
F4:P1
Rough bore pilot I.D F1:P1 T1 Rough boring 300SMM 0.08mm/r 1.15
F5:P1 1200RPM 0.7mm/r
F6:P1 900RPM 0.1mm/r
F7:P1 300SMM 0.08mm/r
F8:P1 1200RPM 0.7mm/r
F9:P1 900RPM 0.1mm/r
F10:P1 300SMM 0.08mm/r
Bore Stem I.D F11:P2 T7 Semifinish boring 300SMM 0.2mm/r
Finish turn the pilot
OD F3:P3 T3 Finish cutting 2000RPM 0.2mm/r
F4:P3 1500SMM 0.08mm/r
F5:P2 1600RPM 4x0.02mm/t
F6:P3 3000SMM 0.2mm/r 0.75
F7:P3 3000SMM 0.2mm/r 0.75
F8:P3 3000SMM 0.2mm/r 0.75
F9:P3 3000SMM 0.2mm/r 0.75
F10:P3 3000SMM 0.2mm/r 0.75
Hard turn the B/R
Radius_bearing OD T6 Finish cutting
Rough turn the stem,
stem side of flange,
flange OD
T5 Rough cutting
Finish turn flange,
flange OD T4 Finish cutting
7
13
72
1 2
1 2
Process List
15
Clamping
Surface
Setup
Surface
11
Rough turn the pilot,
flange, faching T2 Rough cuting
Setup ID Setup Name MachineID Chuck ID
OP:1 turn the pilot,flange, and pilot I.D
OP:2
Turn the stem, stem
side of flange, bore
the I.D
OP:4 Hard turn the B/RRadius_bearing OD 5
5
turn the pilot,
flange, and pilot I.DOP:3 152 2
2
Operation #50 Operation #60 Operation #160 Operation #240
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is determined according to the feature size, tolerance surface finish requirement, raw part 
material, and cutting condition. 
Then, the cutter location relative to the part is determined according to the cutter 
orientation on the tool holder and based on the feature types and approaching direction, 
spindle directions, and the turret used.  
The system also simulates the local tool path after the first two steps. The simulation may 
reveal potential problems before the actual machining and prevent error-prone issues 
such as collision with the fixture, over-cut, incorrect orientation of the cutting direction, 
etc. Figure 6.12 shows the interface of cutter planning in the CAMP-R system. 
Chuck is an integral part of a lathe to hold parts onto the spindle of the machine. The 
chuck performance is a critical part of the production quality and operational time. The 
misalignment of the chuck may directly bring in fixturing error to the turning process. 
Therefore, the chuck selection is an important module in the CAMP-R system. The 
typical chuck assembly consists of chuck, hydraulic cylinder and jaws. The chuck 
database is constructed according to the manufacturer catalogs. Figure 6.13 presents the 
chuck selection procedure. The selected chuck needs to match the machine tool spindle 
geometry. The workpiece OD/ID parameters need to be in the chuck application range. 
The accuracy of the chuck satisfies the operational tolerance requirement, which can be 
determined by quantitative analysis of fixturing errors contributing to the process errors. 
The selected chuck is sufficiently stiff and able to provide sufficient clamping force 
based on the cutting force information. 
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Figure 6.12 Interface of cutter planning in CAMP-R 
Chuck Database
Chuck Selection
- Type, vender
End
Start
y Machine Tool Geometry
y Workpiece OD/ID
y Tolerance Level
y Force Level
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Figure 6.13 Chuck selection procedure 
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6.6 In-Process model generation algorithm and documentation 
In order to produce an accurate tool path for different operations, the in-process model of 
the workpiece needs to be generated during manufacturing planning.   
For a rotational part, the in-process model can be obtained by rotating the in-process 
profile around the central axis of the part. The initial profile of the in-process model is 
offset to the distances specified by the cutting parameters. The multiple in-process 
models are constructed backward in sequence based on the offset value as well as the 
profile of last in-process model. Figure 6.14 shows the in-process models of OP30 and 
OP40. 
 
Figure 6.14 In-process models for wheel spindle 
After the process planning, CAMP-R can generate the editable CLS file as the base of 
further G-M code. Also the output of the system covers the standard manufacturing 
document, cutter tool path file, and the complete process plan as shown in Figure 6.15. 
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Figure 6.15 Manufacturing document and cutter tool path file 
 
6.7 Quality control planning 
The implementation of quality control planning followed the steps introduced in Chapter 
5: process variation analysis to identify the error sources, in-process inspection is planned 
for determining inspection location, method and targets, control chart to compute the 
control limits for each inspecting characteristics, process FMEA document created as the 
references of the error diagnosis/control, and the process flow diagram to integrate the 
quality control plan with the process plan. Before quality control planning, the tolerance 
stack-up chart is shown as the results of tolerance analysis and as the input information of 
the quality control planning. 
Tolerance stack-up analysis 
To implement the tolerance analysis, the setup planning information and the process 
tolerance specifications are used to construct a datum machining surface relationship 
graph (DMG) as shown in Figure 6.16. There are four setups and each setup has two 
datum in radius and axis direction respectively. 
R
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Datum M. Surface Datum M. Surface Datum M. Surface Datum M. Surface
1 ●
2 ◎ ● ◎ ◎
3 ●
4 ●
5 ◎ ● ◎ ◎
6 ●
7 ◎
8 ● ◎ ●
9 ● ● ●
10 ● ● ●
11 ● ●
12 ● ●
13 ●
301: Finish Grind Paths
Surface NO.
50: Turn Profile 200: Secondary Machining 220: Rough Grind OD
 
Figure 6.16 Datum machining surface graph of spindle process plan 
All design requirements are shown in Figure 3.15, along with all vertices being numbered 
and saved as control points. First, all features, control points, and locating points are 
numbered and saved in a link data structure. It is assumed that the locating errors are 
normal distributions in the range of [-0.008mm. 0.008mm]. Boundaries of each process 
error are determined by the IT grade and associated feature size. All random numbers 
representing process errors are generated following normal distribution. The Monte Carlo 
simulation trial number is set to be 20,000. With given information, the stack up analysis 
provides simulation results with respect of all design requirements after using 2 minutes 
computation time. The tolerance stack-up of operation 301 is listed in Table 6.1.  
Table 6.1 Spindle process tolerance stack up analysis results of OP 301 
Simulation Results Tolerance 
specification 
Target 
Feature 
Datum 
Feature Upper 
limit 
Lower 
limit 
Distribution 
Characteristic 
50.323±0.005 10 2 0.008 -0.005 Normal 
42.420±0.015 11 5 0.012 0.010 Normal 
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20.000±0.012 9 5 0.012 0.008 Normal 
 10 5 0.006 0.005 Non-normal 
 
Obviously, a number of design requirements are not met based on the simulation results. 
For instance, the outside diameter of surface 10 with respect to datum surface 2 should be 
controlled by 0.005mm. The simulation result shows that the runout does not follow 
normal distribution. The value can be as much as and 0.006mm. 
Table 6.2 Error source sensitivity analysis result 
OP50 OP200 OP220 OP301 Error source
Feature tolerance Process Error Process Error Process Error Process Error 
Locators Error
F10: Runout 0.22 0.35 0 0.05 0.12 
 
The error source sensitivity analysis of the runout tolerance has been performed and 
given results as shown in Table 6.2. The result shows that the locator errors and the 
process errors in OP50 and OP200 are major contributors rather than the process error in 
OP301. This indicates that: 1) the locator components are not accurate enough for this 
production plan and need to be upgraded; 2) operation 50 and 200 are critical for the 
runout between features 10 and 5, especially the machine surfaces in operation 200 are 
used as datum surfaces in operation 301. Improvement of these processes can enhance the 
product quality more efficiently. 
In-process inspection 
Considering the wheel spindle production is mass customization, which has relatively 
stable processes, the significant process characteristics of spindle process variation are set 
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as tooling and program. Therefore, they are lathe tooling and CNC program in operation 
50/200, and become grind tooling and grind parameters in operation 220/301. 
Figure 6.17 Operation #200 - Pilot side machining 
Operation 50 is to turn the stem side profile (Figure 5.5). There are two critical features: 
shoulder to stem end distance <20.250±0.020> and seal diameter <58.850±0.080>. The 
tool wear or break during the cutting will make the distance between shoulder and stem 
end tend to the lower limit, which is <20.250-0.020>, and the outer diameter tend to the 
upper limit, Ø<58.850+0.080>. The inspection is set as automatic gauging. The 
production line used the online post-process inspection gauge to measure the two critical 
dimensions and the result will be sent to the control unit to automatically calculate the 
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CNC machine compensation. The process parameter will be calibrated accordingly. The 
reasons to use the online post-process methods are, 
• Production line has strict requirement for the machining cycle time. Offline 
inspection will increase the total cycle time. 
• Although the production volume of wheel spindle is large, the quality 
requirements are very high. It requests a hundred-percent inspection to assure the 
quality. 
• The unit price of wheel spindle is relatively low. The post-process inspection will 
discard the scrap if any detected. The cost to discard a part is more economic than 
the cost of rework. Therefore, online in-process inspection method is not 
necessary. 
Operation 200 has the critical features, including flange to shoulder location 
<6.00±0.05>, brake pilot diameter <59.947±0.023>, pilot outside diameter 
<56.487±0.043>, and flange flatness 0.05 (Figure 6.17). Referencing the ISO tolerance 
band (Table 3.3), the above dimensional process tolerances are IT6, IT6 and IT7 
respectively. They are very close to the low accuracy limit of the traditional turning 
process whose range is from IT6 to IT10 (Table 4.1.). Moreover, operation 200 is the 
only operation for the pilot side machining, and the surface 2 and 5 will be used as the 
locating/clamping surfaces in the next two grinding operations. Therefore, the inspection 
method is set as one hundred percent on-line probing. The touch probe installed on the 
tool turret of the CNC lathe will measure each critical feature after the machining to 
ensure the process accuracy. 
Process FMEA 
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To diagnose the process error during the manufacturing processes and control the quality, 
the process FMEA table is utilized in quality control of spindle production. Since this 
drive wheel spindle belongs to the spindle part family, it has most of the common process 
plan. The FMEA team is responsible for adding additional items to the process FMEA 
table according to the feedback from the production and the process variation analysis 
results. 
Table 6.3 Process FMEA table of operation 200 (partial) 
 
Table 6.3 shows part of the process FMEA table for operation 200 (Turning). The 
Process Function is a simple description of the process or operation being analyzed (e.g., 
turning, drilling, tapping, welding) or the characteristics being processed (e.g., seal 
diameter, pilot side, surface finish). Potential Failure Mode is defined as the manner in 
which the process could potentially fail to meet the process requirements and/or design 
intent. Under, over, and over max are examples we can use. This input is either from the 
process variation analysis or from the production line. Potential Effects of Failure is 
defined as the effects of the failure mode on the next operation, subsequent operations or 
the overall quality. Potential Cause of Failure is defined as how the failure could occur, 
described in terms of something that can be corrected or can be controlled. This input 
used the results of the process variation analysis to track the cause of process variation or 
The following Sequence and Part Numbers apply to this PFMEA
PROCESS C Potenial O DFUNCTION Potential Potential S l Cause(s)/ c Current e R. Responsibility(Characteristic) Failure Effect(s) of e a Mechanism(s) c Process t P. Recommended & Target Action Taken S O D R.Mode Failure v s of Failure u Controls e N. Action(s) Completion Date e c e P.REQUIREMENTS s r c v c t N.
#4) Pilot Side 
Flg. -A- to 
Over Scrap in 
process (6) 
6 Workhead off 
location
3 Hand gage 
check.
5 90 Adjust 
location
For Trouble 
Shooting Only
NR NR NR NR NR
Poor hone 
(6)
Workhead not 
advancing 
completely
1 Hand gage, 
Workhead 
advance switch
5 30 Check to make 
sure workhead 
is advanced
For Trouble 
Shooting Only
NR NR NR NR NR
Bearing life 
reduced due 
to Scant
Machine not 
warmed up.
2 Dry cycle 
before 
starting, hand
5 60 Warm up 
machine, Dress 
wheel after
For Trouble 
Shooting Only
NR NR NR NR NR
Under Scrap in 
(6)
6 Workhead off 
l ti
3 Hand gage 
h k
5 90 Adjust 
l ti
For Trouble 
Sh ti O l
NR NR NR NR NR
Wheel 
breakdown
5 Skip dress 
counter
2 60 Decrease skip 
dress or 
For Trouble 
Shooting Only
NR NR NR NR NR
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process failure. Current Process Controls are descriptions of the controls that either 
prevent to the extent possible the failure mode from occurring or detect the failure mode 
should it occur. These controls can be process controls such as fixture error-proofing or 
SPC, or can be post-process evaluation. When the failure modes have been rank ordered 
by RPN, corrective action should be first directed at the highest ranked concerns and 
critical items. Recommended Action is the corrective action to prevent the problem or 
reduce the process variation.  
For example, the process variation is primarily caused by the tool wear or break during 
the machining in operation 200. The start point of the toolpath is from pilot end, moving 
towards the flange surface (left to right, Figure 6.17). The tool wear or break will cause 
the outside diameter to move towards the upper limit, which is <Ø56.487+0.043>. On the 
contrary, the pilot inside chamfer diameter will move towards the lower limit, which is 
<Ø49.15-0.13>. Therefore, if the potential failure mode for the above diameters is 
observed over <Ø56.487+0.043> or under <Ø49.15-0.13>, one of the recommended 
actions is to check and replace the cutting tool. Thus, the process FMEA table will enable 
the engineer quickly diagnose the problem, find out the causes, and take the proper 
corrective actions to ensure the process accuracy as well as the product quality. 
 
6.8 Chapter Summary  
The overall framework of a computer-aided manufacturing planning system of rotational 
parts for mass customization has been developed and introduced in this paper.  The 
objective of the research is to provide a computerized tool for rapid design and simulation 
of manufacturing systems with emphasis on the utilization of best practice knowledge 
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together with analysis in production planning. A feature based part information model 
and XML-based BOP structure are used to organize part information and utilize the 
existing manufacturing knowledge from the industry. Curve chains are parametrically 
represented and subsequently used in determining manufacturing methods and processes 
based on available manufacturing resources and capabilities. The automated setup 
planning strategy was developed to reduce the planner’s workload. Tolerance stack up 
analysis between multiple operations are studied by using the Monte Carlo simulation 
method. The tolerance stack-up analysis is one of the checking functions to validate the 
initial process plan. Cutter planning and chuck selection are performed to improve the 
quality of the plan. After creating the process plans, the in-process models are generated 
by using the algorithm. This algorithm, considered the manufacturing knowledge, 
includes grouping machining surfaces into manufacturing features, analyzing tolerance to 
determine minimum stock removal, and using manufacturing resource capability as the 
in-process model constraints.  
The CAMP-R system presented in this dissertation is an integral solution for the 
manufacturing planning task for mass customization. It proves the feasibility to integrate 
the automated planning strategy with existing manufacturing knowledge and make a 
practical plan. However, other issues, such as tolerance assignment, fixture design, or 
process optimization still need to be studied in the future. 
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Chapter 7: Summary 
 
This chapter gives a summary of this research. It includes two parts: contributions and 
future works. 
 
7.1 Contributions of the research 
This research developed a systematic approach to analyze the tolerance stack-up for 
multi-setup process, to assign the optimal process tolerance to each operation considering 
the cost and quality, and to define the proper quality control planning strategies for the 
mass customization. The proposed tolerance analysis methodology enable the process 
plan being initialized, optimized and finally validated. The missing link between quality 
control planning and CAMP was rebuilt based on the tolerance analysis. As a result, 
engineers are able to rapidly create the quality control plan after the process planning.  
In this dissertation, a Monte Carlo simulation-based tolerance stack up system has been 
developed as part of a computer aided tolerance analysis system. It allows the designer 
and production planner to foresee the final product quality without a tedious trial-and-
error process. It can also identify critical operations and/or parameters for quality control 
or improvement of production plan. This system can simulate production plan with multi-
setups and design with multiple features/tolerance specifications. The result interpretation 
that predicts the satisfaction of all standard tolerance specifications has been formulated. 
The utilization of tolerance IT level enables the links between error analyses at machine 
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level, part level, and feature level. It can serve as the platform for cost modeling as well. 
Study of real cases further proved that this system is capable and reliable. 
The reversed problem of tolerance stack-up analysis, tolerance allocation, is also studied 
in this research. Both sensitivity analysis approach and genetic algorithm have been 
investigated to assign process tolerances upon given workpiece design tolerances. IT 
grade is introduced to conform to industrial standard. A three-level feature-based cost 
model has been developed to formulate the relationship between manufacturing cost and 
process tolerances. This study shows both sensitivity and GA approaches are capable of 
generating a tolerance assignment plan when associated with well-developed tolerance 
stack-up analysis module. The sensitivity analysis provides more information on critical 
processes while GA method yields more optimal plan with better cost savings. 
Not like the traditional quality control strategy which mostly focused on either SPC or 
error source analysis, this research proposed a comprehensive way to conduct the quality 
control planning. This approach divided quality control planning into four sequential 
steps. The first step is to understand the process variation. Various error sources are 
analyzed completely and the significant factor is determined based on ANOVA analysis. 
Process tolerances are determined by maximizing process capability. Once process 
variation is firmly understood, the second step is in-process inspection. The in-process 
inspection plan will be generated to determine what, when, and how to inspect the 
process parameters. Furthermore, the process data will be monitored and analyzed by 
SPC method. Control chart is the mostly used quality improvement tool in the SPC and 
process FMEA is generated for error diagnoses and process control. Finally, process flow 
diagram is developed to support the process plan by using the graphic representation. 
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These four steps are approved straightforward guidelines of quality control planning in 
CAMP system. 
Through this research, the application named CAMP-R has been developed to help 
engineers create manufacturing plans more quickly and accurately for rotational parts. 
The CAMP-R is a comprehensive system with a feature based information model, XML 
(eXtensible Markup Language) based BOP architecture to organize and store the best-
practice knowledge in the industry, an automated setup planning strategy for generating 
practical setup plans including simulation-based tolerance stack-up analysis, cutter 
planning, and chuck selection. The in-process model generation algorithm is presented to 
support the geometric reasoning process in CAMP-R as the consequence of the 
manufacturing planning and manufacturing resource constraints. 
 
7.2 Future work  
The computer-aided tolerance analysis system in this research is still based on the 
statistical computation tool, such as Matlab®. It relies on the user to get the input from the 
CAMP system and send back the analysis results to the CAMP system. The two systems 
haven’t been fully integrated and needs further development. 
In tolerance analysis, we select the middle range of the tolerance IT grade of each process 
type as the economical tolerance. This is not always true in industry because different 
companies use different machines. For example, the aerospace industry uses a lot of high 
accuracy lathes instead of general lathes. The economical tolerance of turning operation 
should be much tighter than the middle range. These differences should be taken into 
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account in future research. Also, how to optimize the parameters of genetic algorithm and 
enhance its performance need to be further studied.  
There are numerous sources of errors involved in manufacturing processes. This research 
only considered the geometric errors, such as locator error, tool wear, and chuck error. 
Other error sources, such as cutting force related errors, and thermo related errors have 
not been considered. In fact, these error sources are inevitable during the machining 
process. Therefore, the quality control plan should include these error sources too. 
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